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LOS ANGELES(AP) — In a rare diplomatic rebuke.President
Barack Obama on Wednesday canceled his Moscow summit
with Russian President Vladimir Putin.
The decision reflected both U.S. anger over Russia's harboring
of National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden and growing frustration within the Obama administration over what it sees
as Moscow's stubbornness on other key issues, including missile
defense and human rights.
Obama will still attend the Group of 20 economic summit in
St. Petersburg, Russia, but a top White House official said the
president had no plans to hold one-on-one talks with Putin while
there. Instead of visiting Putin in Moscow,the president will add
a stop in Sweden to his early September travel itinerary.
Obama,who is traveling in
California, said in an interview Tuesday that he was
"disappointed" by Russia's
move to grant Snowden asylum for one year. But he said
the move also reflected the
"underlying challenges" the
U.S. faces in dealing with
Moscow.,
"There have been times
Obama
Putin
where they slip back into
Cold War thinking and a Cold War mentality," Obama said in an
interview on NBC's "The Tonight Show."
White House deputy national security adviser Ben Rhodes said
Russia's decision last week to defy the U.S. and grant Snowden
temporary asylum only exacerbated an already troubled relationship. And with few signs that progress would be made during the
Moscow summit on other agenda items, Rhodes said the president decided to cancel the talks.
"We'll still work with Russia on issues where we can find common ground, but it was the unanimous view of the president and
his national security team that a summit did not make sense in
the current environment," Rhodes said.
Obama's decision to scrap talks with Putin is likely to deepen
the chill in the already frosty relationship between the two leaders. They have frequently found themselves at odds on pressing
international issues, most recently in Syria, where the U.S.
accuses Putin of helping President Bashar Assad fund a civil war.
The U.S. has also been a vocal critic of Russia's crackdown on
Kremlin critics and recently sanctioned 18 Russians for human
rights violations.
For its part, Moscow has accused the U.S. of installing a missile shield in Eastern Europe as a deterrent against Russia.
despite American assurances that the shield is not aimed at its
former Cold War foe. Putin also signed a law last year banning
U.S. adoptions of Russian children, a move that was seen as
retaliation for the U.S. measure that cleared the way for the
human rights sanctions. /
•
Obama and Putin last met in June on the sidelines of the Group
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Call hopes for quick solution to KYEM woes
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

Call

.

Calloway County Emergency
Management Director Bill Call says
the recently conducted audit of
Kentucky Emergency Management
has already caused headaches for
county directors, and he hopes the
situation is resolved sooner than later.
Auditor Adam Edelen said Tuesday
that
Kentucky
Emergency

Management (KYEM) may have
misspent millions in recent years,and
also accused the agency of intimidation of employees and an osertly hostile workplace. according to the
Associated Press. Edelen said his
staffers found documents had been
altered to hide inappropriate expenditures by the agency. which is headed
by retired' Kentucky National Guard
Brig Gen. John Heltzel, and that his
team identified as much as $5.6 mil-

lion in questionable spending
In the Tuesday press conference,
Edelen said his staffers found spending on conferences held jn 2010,
2011 and 2012 that didn't al5pear reasonable or necessary. 'At least
$103,000 in taxpayer money was
spent on entertainment, including a
riverboat cruise, after-hours recep-

III See Page 3A

Judge halts
Fort Hood
shooting
rampage trial
By NOMAAN MERCHANT
PAUL J. WEBER
Associated Press
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Thursday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 72 Light and variable
wind
Friday: Mostly cloudy wityh
a chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high near 87
Southwest wind 3 to 6 mph.
Friday Night: A chance of

Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Thursday: Mostly cloudy
with showers and thunderstorms likely. A high near 87.
Calm wind becoming southwest around 6 mph in the
morning Chance of precipita-

showers and thunderstorms
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71 Light south wind.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers and
thunderstorms A high near 86
Calm wind becoming north
around 5 mph in the afternoon
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms
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ONE LAST WORD: Shea Lowe tells her daughter Sayler that she loves her before giving her a goodbye kiss Wednesday
morning at East Calloway Elementary School. Sayler was entering the realm known as kindergarten on the opening day of
classes for Calloway County Schools.
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Back to School in Calloway County
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The Pi Kappa Alpha chapter of Murray State University won the Harvey T. Newell Most
Improved Award recently at PIKE's International Awards in Memphis. Tenn. Pictured above,
from left, are: Chris Deneweth, chapter treasurer: Colton Robbins. rush chairman: Justin
Jackson, chapter president; and Jerry Penner, chapter advisor.

MSU Pikes claim most improved honors
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The Pi Kappa Alpha Chapter of Murray State
University had a very successful 2012-13 school
year capped in grand fashion a few days ago.
During the annual PIKE International Awards
banquet in Memphis. Tenn., the MSU chapter
was presented the Harvey T. Newell Most
Improved Chapter Award. MSU was one of three
finalists vying for the honor out of 235 PIKE
chapters throughout the world.

"It was very exciting and also very surprising."
said Justin Jackson. president of the MSU chapter. who was in attendance to accept the Newell
honor with Colton Robbins. rush coordinator.
Chris Deneweth, treasurer, and Jerry Penner.
who serves as advisor for the chapter and is an
MSU PIKE alumnus himself.
"To say the least, our adrenaline got pumping
a bit."
Penner said he knew MSU had won when he

II See Page 24
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FORT HOOD.Texas(AP) —
The standby attorney for the
soldier charged in the 2009
Fort Hood shooting rampage
accused Maj. Nidal Hasan on
Wednesday of deliberately
charting a course toward a conviction and death sentence,
abruptly halting the trial after
only one day.
Lt. Col. Kris Poppe, Hasan's
lead court-appointed standby
attorney, said he is willing to
step in and be Hasan's defense
lawyer. But he asked that his
responsibilities as co-counsel
be minimized if Hasan, who is
representing himself at trial,
continues to work toward being
executed.
It is "clear his goal is to
remove impediments or obstacles to the death penalty and is
working toward a death penalty." Poppe told the judge overseeing the case at the Texas
military base.
Hasan responded: "1 object.
That's a twist of the facts."
The judge,Col. Tara Osborn,
then cleared the courtroom.

IN See Page 2A
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From Front

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

KEEP DIGGING: Murray Construction spent most of Tuesday preparing to extend the brick
wall alongside the Center for Health and Wellness of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Andy Gupton, owner/operator of Murray Construction, said the completion of the wall - along
with a new concrete pad - would house a new HVAC system for the pool area.

heard the first words from Rick
Burt, director of Education for
PIKE University, an educational
entity of PIKE International,
describing accomplishments Of
the winner.
"I just started congratulating
the guys," Penner said, noting
he remembered the subject matter of the essay the MSU chapter submitted. "I told the guys
before Rick started talking,
'Hey look, being in the top three
is something to really be proud
of.' Then he starts talking and
the other guys are like,'What's
going on?' I said,'We just won.'
Then I sent Justin up to get the
award and we got a standing
ovation in a room of600 people.
That was pretty cool.
"It was fun to be part of this,
but it's been great just being
their advisor. You know, kids
are our future and it's been fun
to be there to watch them grow
up and learn what it takes to be
successful later in their lives."
Burt said \he MSU chapter
made strides in several areas,
including overall chapter grade
point average (improving 10
percent to a 2.92) with GPA of
new members increasing by 46
percent. Burt also pointed to a
dramatic increase in membership, where MSU went from 25
members to 58 in one year, a
260-percent increase.
"That is just phenomenal
growth," Burt said. "All three
finalists did a fantastic job, but
what Murray did just stood out.
Now, what we're hoping is that
this gives them the motivation
to continue what they've done,
and even improve on it."
Penner said that is the plan
with the main target goal being
one of the top awards PIKE
presents every year — the
Smythe.
"The first step was to get better (in areas of philanthropy,
community service, scholarships and campus involvement).
We've done that. Now it's time
to aim higher," said Penner,
who knows what it takes to win
a Smythe. "We won it when I
was here in 1980(believed to be
the last time MSU Won aii international award) so it can happen."
"We did this when we have a
chapter of only about 60 guys
when others across the nation
have about 200 so it means a lot
to bring home an award and it
would mean a lot to get the
Smythe again," Jackson said,
giving credit to the involvement
of alumni. "You see those guys
who were, at one time, in the
same shoes we are now,and you
just think about everything they
did for the chapter and how they
are still dedicated. You want to
continue that."

III Trial...
From Front
Hasan has chosen to act as his
own attorney during the military
trial at Fort Hood,though he has
defense attorneys on standby if
he needs them.
On Tuesday, he told jurors
during a less than 2-minute
opening statement that the evidence would "clearly show" he
was the shooter, but that it
would "only show one side." He
also questioned only two of the
first dozen witnesses, who
included one soldier who was
shot seven times during the
November 2009 attack on the
sprawling Army post.

Drive Safely - It's Back-to-School Time
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News in Brief
No charges filed in school bus accident
SMITHLAND, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police say they,
have closed their investigation into a school bus accident in western Kentucky and no charges will be filed.
Kentucky State Police say the school bus was carrying the
Union County High School girls' softball team in May when the
accident occurred in Livingston County, along the Ohio River.
Police said the bus ran off the right shoulder, then swerved to the
other side of the road, rotating 180 degrees before rolling on to its
side.
Police said 25 of the 28 people on board were taken to local hospitals with non-life threatening injuries.
Police told WPSD-TV that toxicology tests on the bus driver
were clean. Police say the sent their investigation to the
Lis ingston County prosecutor who decided not to file charges.

Mayfield free health screenings available
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Free medical, dental and optical
screenings are being provided to Kentuckians in the city of
Mayfield in western Kentucky through Tuesday.
The Delta Regional Authority and the Department of Defense
are providing the screenings in four states to help families in medically underserved areas receive health care services. The services
are provided by 152 medical personnel from the U.S. Army
Reserve and Army National Guard.
Other towns included are Blytheville, Ark.; Hayti, Mo., and
Dyersburg.Tenn.
In Mayfield, screenings are being done at the Old Morgan
Haugh Clinic from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. CDT daily, including Saturday
and Sunday.
Services do not include emergency or obstetrical treatments.
Dental exams are available for those 13 and older, while medical
and optometry services require patients to be 2 or older.
For more information, visit
http://dra.gov/initiatives/health/irt.aspx or call (888)468-6372 or
(662)624-8600.

Nunn's ex-wife launches her book
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The ex-wife of a former Kentucky
lawmaker serving life without parole for murdering another
woman is launching her book Wednesday.
Tracey L. Damron was married to former Rep. Steve Nunn. the
son of the late former governor Louie B. Nunn, while he served in
state government. A news release says the book, "Trail of
Feathers," covers "love, death, murder, political power, deception.
the supernatural and ultimately spiritual consciousness."
Nunn pleaded guilty to the 2009 death of his ex-fiancee.
The release says Damron, who lives part-time in Pikeville. nos
practices as a medicine woman,conducts spiritual retreats and
attends spiritual workshops.
She is announcing the book's launch Wednesday morning on the
steps of the Capitol in Frankfort and will attend book signings at
bookstores in Frankfort and Glasgow on Wednesday and
Thursday.

Residents oppose addiction recovery center
ASHLAND. Ky.(API — While some residents in eastern
Kentucky say they know there's a need for addiction recovery centers in the area, they are opposed to having one near their homes.
The Independent reports residents in a Boyd County subdivision
say they are urging their Fiscal Court to reject the proposal for a
Recovery Kentucky center. They cite concerns about safety and
the possibility of declining property values.
There are 10 Recovery Kentucky centers across the state, including one in Morehead. Four others are in the works, including the
one planned in Ashland.
The local organization Pathways would operate the center.
Pathways CEO Kim McClanahan has said the center will be an
asset to the community — not a liability.

School, repaired after tornado, reopens
SALYERSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Students at Salyersville
Elementary School are returning to classes in their building,
repaired after heavy damage from a tornado outbreak.
Fifth-grader Haley Barnett told WY MT-TVthat it felt good to be
back at her school.
An EF3 tornado seriously damaged the building and many others in Magoffin County last year. The 500 students of Salyersville
Elementary were packed into an older building for classes.
The repairs took 17 months and cost $5 million. A dedication
ribbon was cut at the school on Tuesday.
The county high school and middle school were also damaged
by the storm. The high school was usable, but the middle school
must be rebuilt.

Groups to protest gas pipeline at Capitol
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Land owners and environmentalists
are gathering in Frankfort to protest a proposed pipeline that
would carry flammable liquids through several counties in northern Kentucky.
A partnership of two energy companies announced a plan earlier
this year to build the underground pipeline. The Bluegrass
Pipeline would carry natural gas liquids from sources in the northeast to a connection in Breckinridge County.
Environmental groups, including Kentuckians for the
Commonwealth, are planning to take a petition to Gov. Steve
Beshear's office on Wednesday afternoon. In a statement, the
groups say they are concerned the pipeline project will use eminent domain laws to cut a pathway through privately owned lands
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WELL-MAINTAINED OLDER HOME IN A
REAT LOCATION AND ON A LARGE LOT
This 1 bedroom. 2 bath home has builtin desks in two of the bedrooms and the
second bathroom is located off of the
master bedroom The utility room is
approximately 10 a Ii. which allows
for multi-purpose space Priced at Dia
$119,9130. MIS 172476
27•4134S0

733-1222

• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in special session at 9 a.m. Friday
in the conference room of
the
County
Calloway
Courthouse, 101 S. 5th St.
Agenda items will include
consideration of a bid for a
tractor and boom mower, as
well as consideration of a
resolution for equipment
lease.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916
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of 8 summit in Northern Ireland:
While there, they announced
plans to hold the additional talks
in Moscow.
White House spokesman Jay
Carney said the U.S. told the
Russian
government
that
morning
Wednesday
Obama believed "it would be
more constructive to postpone
the summit until we have more
results from our shared agenda."
The 30-year-old Snowden is
accused of leaking highly secretive details about NSA surveillance programs. He first fled
from the U.S. to Hong Kong.
then made his way to Russia.
For Russia, the decision could
be used as cover to depict itself
of a defender of human rights
amid criticism from the U.S.
and other nations of its tough
crackdown on dissent..

4

Bush now home after heart procedure
DALLAS (AP) — Former President George W. Bush has been
discharged from a Dallas hospital a day after having a heart proce•
dure to ease a blocked artery.
•
Spokesman Freddy Ford says the 43rd president is "doing grearl
and went home Wednesday morning. Further details weren't4
released.
Doctors at Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital on Tuesday insen-7:
ed a stent to help prop open an artery. The blockage was discovered'
Monday dunng Bush's annual physical at a clinic in Dallas. wherei
he lives.
Ford says the 67-year-old former president is expected to resume:4
his normal schedule by Thursday.
Bush has a reputation as a fitness buff and is known to enjoy jog-.:
ging, riding bicycles and doing other exercise to keep in shape.

Amazon launches site for purchase of fine art
JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times

IN THE EARLY MORNING RAIN: Fred Ashby, director of pupil personnel for the Calloway
County Schools, stands under his umbrella Tuesday morning as he waits for buses to unload
at East Calloway County Elementary School. Tuesday was the first day for county schools.
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the AP reported. Edelen said current and former employees reported threats of retaliation and intimidation that produced a hostile
work environment and discouraged them
from identifying waste, fraud and abuse.
Call, who has been Calloway County's
emergency management director since
September 2007, said that because federal
regulations are quite complicated, he wasn't
surprised that the audit reported some problems with how money was spent. However,
some of the allegations did surprise him, he
said.
"It didn't surprise me that there was a
report that indicated some problems," Call
said."The extent of them surprised me. The
idea of intimidation of workers in Frankfort,
I hadn't heard that; I hadn't suspected such
a thing. In terms of errors in accounting,
who can keep up with the federal regulations anyway? So I'm not surprised that they
found errors in accounting. Any one of us
who has our taxes audited, the feds will find
errors in accounting because everything is
so complicated."
Call said he had briefly met Heltzel —
who was appointed by Gov. Steve Beshear
in July 2008. according to the Lexington
Herald-Leader — at the annual conference,
and that he was more communicative with
local directors than the previous head of
KYEM. He said that being a retired general.
Heltzel had taken an active leadership role
and had given local emergency managers a

new instructions from the agency around
March.
"We've been kind of at idle and wondering what was going on, I guess you could
say, and there was a sudden demand from
Frankfort for records from us," Call said.
"We local directors over the last several
months have had to re-submit paperwork
and document expenses more throughly
than we had been told to document them. So
it's been an aggravation in that way. I don't
mind so much doing paperwork. I get aggravated being told to do it a second time in a
different way than they told me to the first
time. Actually, some papers we had to do
several times."
Call added,"It's been a distraction for several months, but it has not stopped us from
handling local emergencies, local responses
and local planning. Fortunately, we've not
had any extreme weather to speak of during
this time period, but I think if we had need
to call on the state agency for help. I think
they would have been there."
The Herald-Leader reported that the
Management
Emergency
Kentucky
Association, which represents local government emergency responders, said it would
lobby Beshear for Heltzel's removal. Call
said this would have been an executive committee decision, and that no county directors
were polled beforehand.
"Whether the governor will replace him
right away or ivbether he'll survive as director, I don't know, we just have to see," he
said. "But that's a fairly significant voice,
that the association called for his replacement."

great deal of directives to carry out.
Call said that under Heltzel's leadership,
directors were asked to attend a lot of conferences and disaster preparedness programs, and one of the larger initiatives during the last several years was asking directors to re-write their local emergency plans
in a different format. Since many of these
directors work their positions part-time —
including Call — many of them felt they
were being asked to do more than was needed, he said. Despite all the extra work that
the state was requiring of the county agencies, though. Call said he thought Heltzel's
leadership had been effective for the most
part, at least from his perspective.
"We had a plan we were happy with, and I
think he was mostly responding to what he
felt the federal government wanted us to
do," Call said.
Managers of KYEM disputed the auditor's
findings, which are being turned over to the
U.S. Office of Homeland Security, the
Kentucky attorney general's office and the
Kentucky Executive Branch Ethics
-Commission. In a written response, the
agency said taxpayer money has not been
misused and that no employees have been
intimidated, though they do work in an
intense environment during natural disasters, the AP reported.
Call said that even before the findings of
the audit were released Tuesday, local emergency management directors were affected
because it had been occupying KYEM's
attention for several months. He said that
even though KYEM had been communicating regularly about new programs or other
activities, local directors stopped receiving

2
NEW YORK (AP) — Amazon.com is getting into the tine arta:
arena.
•I
Customers can buy original and limited edition works of art from:
more than 150 prominent galleries and dealers via Amazon Art. ss
The announcement came Tuesday, a day after Seattle-based:
Amazon.com Inc. announced that its CEO,Jeff Bezos(BAY'-zohs)4
had purchased The Washington Post.
Amazon Art features 40,000 works from more than 4,500 artists.1
The wide range of works includes folk art, impressionism and mod-1
ern art.
4
Prices range widely, too.
There's a photograph by Clifford Ross for $200 and a painting by
Norman Rockwell for $4.85 million.
The online marketplace offers detailed information about the
artist, work, provenance and exhibition history.
Amazon worked with Sotheby's for a short-lived experiment selling art online in 1999.

Team faked rejected marriage proposal

4

NEW BRITAIN,Conn.(AP) — The minor league baseball team!.
in New Britain, Conn., is acknowledging it staged a rejected mar-,,,
riage proposal as a publicity stunt.
In a video posted online, the woman being proposed to on the
field replies, "I'm sorry, I can't, I'm sorry" and then flees. The video ;
has been viewed more than 600,000 times on YouTube and was the
subject of several news stories.
The Double-A Rock Cats, an affiliate of the Minnesota Twins.'.4
issued a statement Wednesday acknowledging the club staged the
event with two employees standing in for the unhappy couple.
Mike Abramson, the team's vice president of marketing. says the:.
team hoped the video would go viral and is pleased w ith the outcome. The team is apologizing to anyone who might have been.
offended.

Creator of 'Rick O'Shay comic strip, dies
HELENA, Mont. (AP) — Western cartoonist and author Stan
Lynde, creator of the nationally syndicated "Rick O'Shay" comic•
strip, died of cancer in Montana. He was 81.
His "Rick O'Shay" comic strip began in 1958 and ran for 20 years'
with an average daily readership of about 15 million people. In
1979, he launched another comic strip, "Latigo," which ran through:*
1983.
Lynde was raised on a ranch on Montana's Crow Indian
Reservation and began drawing cartoons in high school.
In the 1950s, Lynde moved to New York and worked for the Walii
Street Journal. He moved back to Montana in 1962 after his "Rick.'
O'Shay" cartoon was established.
/
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the editor:
Coming back to Murray-Calloway County after being away
for nearly 30 years has been a pretty wonderful experience.
My family and I could list about 100 reasons why we have
enjoyed our transition from military life to come to the "Friendliest City in the United States." Several weeks ago. I was
reminded of reason number 101. I typically play golf at Oaks
Country Club and one Saturday while out on the course, my
wife sent me a text asking me if I was expecting someone at
our house. The text said it was 8:30 a.m. and a man driving
a while truck was at my front door, but my wife hadn't been
able to answer when the doorbell rang. I responded that I was
not and I thought that was pretty much the end of that issue.
After my round of golf some hours later. I found that my
wallet was missing. My golf buddy and I retraced our steps
driving all over the golf course twice and checked with the
pro shop lost and found multiple times. I even searched my
house to no avail. Panicking. I prepared to cancel my credit
cards. I really hated the thought of getting a new driver's
license and other identification cards but worst of all. I thought
I had forever lost two personal mementos that I carry in the
wallet from my military days. One was my first presentation
coin I received as a young lieutenant; the other was a coin
given to me by the wife of my old Sergeant Major the night
he died. Both are irreplaceable due to the sentimental value
associated with each.
That afternoon at 5 p.m. while making my third trip around
the course trying to locate the lost item, a nice lady pulled
up to my house and dropped the wallet off to my wife. She
explained that her husband found the wallet in the middle of
the road that morning and tried to deliver it to my house
based on the address on my driver's license. I was amazed
that a Good Samaritan went out of his way on a Saturday
morning to personally drop by to deliver the lost wallet and
then had the presence to ensure it was brought back to its
.
owner.
A few weeks later, I had the pleasure of meeting my Good
Samaritan. My wife had described him perfectly and as I pulled
up to a group out on the golf course. I recognized the gentleman from her description. His name was Joey Butterworth.
I thanked Mr. Butterworth for his kindness in front of his
friends. I think we all know that others may not have been
so altruistic as Mr. Butterworth: but here in Murray, Kentucky
as far as I know, it is the standard. Thanks again. Joey Butterworth for reminding us of the good things about living in
Murray. Kentucky. Now you know my 101st reason for being
thankful to be part of this community.
Jerry Penner
CEO, Murray-Callovvay County Hospital
Murray, Ky.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.

LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071, faxed to (270) 753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes.
E-mailed letters must have name, address and phone
number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger &
Times staff.
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Dr. Tom Lough: The Olympics in our midst
Isn't it fitting that Dr. Tom lead of Mr. Jefferson in being
Lough, my friend and col- a Renaissance Man — he also
league at Murray State Uni- has an MBA from the University, came in seventh in the versity of Hartford — and
nation in the 800-meter run at when I first met him he endearthe National Senior Games in ingly wore a Lego watch havCleveland, Ohio this past July.? ing consulted for the Lego
Lough also placed 17th in the Company for several years
l500-meter run. Still the com- before coming to Murray State.
petitor 45 years after competAs a modern pentathlete,
ing in the 1968 Mexico City Lough participated in a grand
Olympics, Lough wowed my tradition begun by the Baron
"Sports in Americaz" class ear- Pierre de Coubertin, the father
lier this summer with tales of of the Modern Olympics, at
his experiences in the Olympic the Stockholm Olympics in
Village and in competition in 1912. The competition, of
the modern pentathlon. His course involved five events,
team came in fourth in 1968, thus the pentathlon: Horseback
just one place shy of medal- riding over jumps; fencing with
ing, but his Mexico City expe- the epee (or first touch fencrience was all golden, and it ing); pistol shooting (at 25
has led to one of the most meters with a 22-caliber pisfulfilling
significant tol); freestyle swimming (300
and
research -projects of his life as meters); and cross-country running (4 kilometers or about
well.
From Elkton. Va., Tom two miles). The events as deterLough graduated from West mined by de Coubertin paralPoint and then from with a leled the expertise of an expert
master's degree in Geodetic Sci- soldier at that time. He could
ence from The Ohio State Uni- ride, run, swim, shoot, and
versity, and later with a sec- fight with a sword. By the
ond master's in Physics and way, in that first modern penPh.D. from the University of tathlon competition in StockVirginia. He has followed the holm, an American named

George Patton.
who
would later
acquire
some fame
in
World
War
came
in
fifth.
In 1968,
after
high
altitude Home and
Away
training at
By James
14,000 feet
in Colorado. Duane Bolin
the Ameri- Ledger & Times
Columnist
can athletes
descended
on Mexico City. Interestingly,
no pentathlete used their own
horse as the host country always
provides the horses during the
Olympic competition. In my
sports history class, Lough
regaled my students with stories about his experiences and
brought to class memorabilia
from Mexico City, including
his Opening Ceremony uniform.
travel gear, patches he had
swapped with athletes from
other countries, and menus from
various Olympic Village dining rooms. We took class pic-

tures with our own Olympik..
hero.
One of the most long-lasting and wide-ranging results
of Dr. Lough's personal ex
rience is his initia
of ,1
program to contact and interview the 475 original Mexico
City Olympic athletes through
the impressive Stark Center
Sports and Culture Program at
the University of Texas at
Austin. In October 2012,Lough
and Dr. Thomas Hunt at the
Stark Center organized a
reunion of the 1968 Mexico
City Olympic athletes. Over
70 Olympic athletes were interviewed for the oral history
phase of the program at the
reunion. The Stark Center has
become the first Olympic
archives for a specific Olympio
year. All because of Dr. Toni
Lough. For more on the Stark
Center for Sports and Culture
Olympics Study Center go to
http://www.starkcenter.org/oly
mpicstudies/.
Duane Bolin teaches in thc
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
at
Duane
jholin@inurraystate.edu.

Did he or didn't he? The strange case of N.B. Stubblefield
A new biography of Cal- Concord, Ky., the land was
loway County native son, rough and untamed but hard
Nathan B. Stubblefield, is titled, work transformed it.
A memoir by Nathan's father
"To Be Greater Than Marconi." Therein lies a tale of described Calloway County in
brilliant vision, tireless inno- 1835 as "little more than a
vation and eccentric exploits frontier," but Billy Stubblefield
that may have surpassed Mar- was an early bloomer in this
coni, inventor of the radio but, rough-and-ready environment.
unfortunately for the talented "I could read before I was six
Stubblefield. his life ended in years old." he declared in his
isolation and obscurity in the diary.
Although his family had
Bowman Family Cemetery.just
been successful at farming,
north of Murray.
Tracey D. Buchanan. for- Billy's intellect led him away
mer newspaper editor and res- from the family business and
ident of Paducah, wrote Stub- to peripatetic professional purblefield's story as part of the suits. In his lifetime, he tradThink Young Collection of ed tobacco: sold goods for R.S.
MotesBooks, a Louisville pub- Coleman, a business near his
lisher. Mrs. Buchanan admits parents' place. taught school;
her knowledge of Stubblefield became a lawyer: fought a war;
was limited at the outset, but got married and began raising
as she delved into his story a family that included Nathan
through rigorous research —
B. as his second son.
The chapter headings of "To
and with expert advice from
Murray State University's Dr. Be Greater Than Marconi" proBob Lochte, and St. Cather- vide the skeleton of Nathan's
ine COmge's Dr. Nancye E. tumultuous life story. He began
McCrary — she discovered that, as a "Curious Child" and disdespite considerable personal covered his father's Civil War
setbacks, Nathan B. Stubble- diaries in "Pa's War." By Chapter 4, Stubblefield is "The
field was a brilliant thinker.
Tracey Buchanan's account Young Inventor," but in Chapof Stubblefield's life weaves ter 5. "Where Eagles Fly," he
vivid details into a chronicle endures the death of his moththat begins on a windy day er. His marriage at 21 and his
in November, 1860, with work on his telephone invenNathan's birth. From there, the tion are captured in "Can You
account reaches back into fam- Hear Me?"
Despite some success and
ily history, including a move
potential
west from North Carolina in attention
from
the early 1800s by Stubble- investors, the trajectory of Stubfield's grandparents. When they blefield's life is interrupted by
settled on 5,200 acres in New missteps that led to near pover-

ty and the
eventual dissolution of
his family.
The
last
chapter, "A
Genius Who
Died Alone,"
captures the
sadness of
Stubble field's final
Main Street
years.
By Constance
Whether
Alexander
Nathan
B.
Ledger
& Times
'
Stubblefield
Columnist
sur a ssed
arconi is
irrelevant,
according to Dr. Lochte •
because the technology he used
was different from what we now
call radio.
"One problem with it was
any receiver could hear any
transmission,"
Lochte
explained. "It was like one big
party line for all users. Because
there was no way to tune or
isolate individual calls and
match them with individual telephone receivers, it was worthless as a wireless telephone
technology. Nathan realized this
and predicted in 1902 that
sometime in the future someone would use this technology or something like it to
spread news, information and
entertainment to a wide audience. So he predicted broadcasting and even demonstrated publicly how such a system might work. But it was
not radio."

As Tracey Buchanan worked
on the Stubblefield biography.
she reached a similar conclusion. "Though I don't think he
invented the radio." she
remarked in a recent email, "I
do think he's been overlooked
in history. He had an amaz
ing mind and was just a western Kentucky farmer with very
little formal education. The fact
that he actually invented some
thing so technically advanced
in his cramped, little workshop on his farm is truly an
accomplishment. I think if (lir
ferent people had been back
ing him or if he'd gotten in
with the right group of
investors, he might have
become much more famous.
If "To Be Greater Than Marconi" does its job, young readers throughout Kentucky and
beyond will become familiar
with the fiercely independent
Stubblefield, and they can drav,
their own conclusions about
his place in the history.
For more information about
"To Be Greater Than Marconi:
The Nathan B. Stubblefield
to
Story,"
on
log
http://www.motesbooks.com:
Tracey
Background
on
Buchanan, artist and author. IS
www.tracey
available at
buchananstudio.com.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Con
tact the columnist directly Of
constancealexander@twc.com.
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Mr. Max H. Brandon, 82, of Murray, Ky died Tuesday. Aug 6,
2013, at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Mr. Brandon was born Feb. 2. 1931, in Hazel to
the late Owen and Roberta Clanton Brandon. He
was a 1949 graduate of Hazel High School and
was a graduate of Murray State University, the
University of Colorado School of Banking,and the
University of Wisconsin School of Banking. Mr.
Brandon was a retired vice president of Peoples
Bank of Murray. He was also an Army veteran of
the Korean War and was a member of the First
United Methodist Church and the Christian adult
Brandon Sunday school class.
In addition to his parents, Mr. Brandon was preceded in death by one brother,Ted C. Brandon.
He is survived by his wife, Barbara Brandon,of
Murray, to whom he was married June I. 1954, in
Murray; two daughters,Sheree Story and husband.
Greg, of Murray, and Karen Feltner and husband,
Tim, of Woodstock. Ga.; sister-in-law, Berlene Brandon, of
Kemersville, N.C.; three grandchildren, Emma Pritchett and husband.Joel,of Augusta,Ga., Rachel Feltner,of Woodstock,Ga..and
Brandon Story, of Murray; and two nephews, Rex Brandon, of
Dunn, N.C., and Gary Porter. of Charlotte, N.C.
Funeral services will be held at 10:30 a.m. Friday, Aug. 9, 2013.
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, with Rick Dye, Jim Stahler, Bob
Saywell and Tim Feltner officiating. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 8, 2013, at
the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: First United Methodist
Church Youth Program, 503 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071; or
Hazel United Methodist Church, c/o Toni Jones, 2240 Brandon
Road, Hazel, KY 42049; or Murray Calloway County Hospital
Hospice House Building Fund,803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Ann McCarthy
A memorial funeral service for Ann McCarthy,64,of Murray, Ky.,
will be held at Collier Funeral Chapel at 3 p.m. Friday, Aug. 9,
2013.
Iglp-i2111 Interment will follow at Mt. Olive Cemetery in
Kirksey. Visitation will be held from 2-3 p.m.
rdi Friday. Aug. 9, 20 13, at the funeral home.
Ms. McCarthy died Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013, at
11:40 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
She was preceded in death by her parents,
William Venson and Verline Fulton Smith; and
one brother, Robert Smith.
She is survived by one daughter, Shannon
McCarthy, of Ferndale. Mich.; three sons, Sean
McCarthy McCarthy, of Rochester, Mich., Matthew
McCarthy, of Chesterfield Township, Mich., and
Mark McCarthy, of Rochester. Mich.; and one sister, Martha Lou
Maly,of Benton.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.

Janet Lockhart

Funeral services for Janet Lockhart will be held at 11 a.m.
Thursday. Aug. 8, 2013, at Imes-Miller Funeral Home, with Brett
Miles officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Cemetery. Visitation
was held from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 7, 2013 at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Lockhart died Monday.Aug.5,2013,at her
home.
She was born Jan. 30, 1943 in Carpenter, Ohio.
She was employed for 21 years as a nanny for Drs.
Joyce and Robert Hughes. She attended the First
Baptist Church and was a member of the Am Vets
Women's Auxiliary.
She was preceded in death by her husband.
Robert "Bobby" Lockhart; parents, Helen and
Ralph Six Sr. and William Westfall; brother, Roger
Loddeart L. Six; and a nephew.
She is survived by five children, Ken Coburn
and husband,Steve,of Cookeville,Tenn., Melissa Hutson and husband. Bryan, of Troy, Tenn., Rusty Gibson and wife, Tracey, of
Obion, Tenn., Brian Lee Gibson, of Union City, Tenn., and Nami
Gibson, of Murray, Ky.; nine grandchildren, Laci Hargis and husband. Lee, Kyle Coburn and wife, Hollie, Daniel Coburn, Cory
Gibson. Rob Hutson, Kelsey Gibson, Madyson Birgbauer, Brylan
Gibson,and Lilli Gibson; two great-grandchildren; a brother, Ralph
Joe W. Walker
Six Jr. and wife, Sandy, of Athens. Ohio; and a sister, Beverly Six
Joe Wayne Walker,71,of Almo. Ky., died Tuesday. Aug.6. 2013.
Dixon and husband. Rex,of Stewart, Ohio.
at Baptist Health in Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Hospice,803 Poplar St.
He was born April 11, 1942, in Granite City, Ill.,
Murray, KY 42071.
to the late Lowell and Zula Mae Lovett Walker. He
Online condolences may be made at imesmiller.com.
was a former employee of the Tappen Stove
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Company and also was self-employed as a farmer
and operated an excavating business. He was a
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of
member of the Flint Baptist Church, where he
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
served as a deacon, was a member and teacher of
and Times policy. Alec has been paidfor additional publishing or
the Auditorium Sunday School Class, and taught
space.
Discipleship Training.
He is survived by his wife,Janette Tabers Walker,
of Almo,to whom he was married May 7, 1960, in
Walker
Calloway County; three daughters, Sharon Furches
and husband, Tripp, of Murray, Karon Johnson and husband,
Jimmy, of Almo, and Regina St. Clair and husband, David, of
Evansville, Ind.; two sisters. Sue Ross and husband,James, of
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Mrs. Waldrop died Tuesday, Aug. 6, 2013, in collector types," said Alan comprised of $20 U.S. gold
Glover, Carson City Clerk- pieces, including more than
Murray.
She was born in Calloway County on June 4, Recorder who is charge of han- 1,200 Saint Gaudens gold coins.
Glover said he expects five
1919, to the late Eldridge Hamilton Swift and Etna dling Samaszko's estate, on
the same who particibidders,
commore
little
a
"It's
Monday.
receptionist
(Butterworth) Swift. She served as the
for Ezell's Beauty School in Murray for 37 years plicated on the pricing that it is pated in the earlier auction,to be
on hand Tuesday.
and was a member of the University Church of on the bullion'."
"These guys are going to pay a
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of
value
the
estimated
He
Christ.
In addition to her parents. she▪ was preceded in collection at $3 million, though lot of attention to these." he said.
death by her husband, Hugh Waldrop, who died in the final tally will depend on the
Waldrop 1991.
She is survived by two daughters, Jan Rayburn
Turn your outgrown clothing, toys
and husband. Bill,of Murray,and Judy Overbey and husband, Bob,
and women's clothing into money!
of Calvert City; four grandchildren. Leesa Overbey Webster, of
Chesapeake, Va., Robyn Key Overbey, of Princeton. Jennifer
Justice,of Westerville. Ohio,and Allen Rayburn,of Franklin.Tenn.:
and eight great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Angels Community
Clinic, 1005 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071.,
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhorne.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Auction set for gold fortune
amassed by Nevada recluse

CONSIGNING MOTHERS

August 20-24

Henry County Fairgrounds

Kentucky drivers could lose licenses for texting
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) - Motorist in Kentucky could lose their licenses for
repeated offenses of the state's law against testing while driving.
Gov. Steve Beshear announced a change Wednesday under which the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet will assess "penalty points" against the licenses of drivers convicted of testing behind the wheel. Each violation would mean
the loss of three points. The Transportation Cabinet could suspend the licenses
of adult drivers who accumulate 12 points and of minors after seven points.

Participate by calling
731-697-6771 or 731-644-1126
or email ConsigningMothers@gmail.com
DROP OFF IS AUGUST 18TH!
In Check out our Facebook page

AP Photo / Tony Dejak

The house where three women were held captive and raped
for more than a decade is demolished, Wednesday. Aug. 7.
2013, in Cleveland. Authorities want to make sure the rubble
isn't sold online as ''murderabilia," though no one died there
The house was torn down as part of a deal that spared Ariel
Castro a possible death sentence. He was sentenced last
week to life in prison plus 1.000 years. Castro apologized but
blamed his addiction to pornography.

Cleveland house in kidnap
case demolished Wednesday
By THOMAS J. SHEERAN
Associated Press
CLEVELAND (AP) — With
several swipes from the arm of
an excavator and a smattering of
applause from spectators. demolition began Wednesday morning on the Cleveland house
where three women were held
captive and raped for a decade.
The house was reduced to rubble in less than an hour and a
half.
It was torn down as part of the
plea deal that spared Ariel
Castro a possible death sentence
and forced him to turn over the
deed to the house and pay for it
to be razed. He was sentenced
last week to life in prison plus
1,000 years.
But the question remains:
How could the crimes go unnoticed so long in Castro's bluecollar neighborhood?
One of the women imprisoned
there. Michelle Knight, showed
up early Wednesday before the
work began. She made a brief
statement and released balloons
into the air.
"Dear Lord, give the missing
people strength and power to
know that they are loved," said
Knight, who had rosary beads
hanging from her neck.
"We hear their cry. they are
never forgotten in my heart.
They are caterpillars, waiting to
turn into a butterfly. They are
never forgotten, they are loved."
Knight said the array of balloons "represents all the millions of children that were never
found and the ones that passed
away that were never heard."
There was applause as a relative of one victim represented

the three and took the controls
of the wrecking crane for the
first smash into the top of the
front wall. Later, as the house
debris disappeared into the basement,church bells rang.
Katie Mae Brown, 62. a former resident of the street, said
tearing the house down was
important for the neighborhood
to show "that monster — that he
is behind bars and that he's
never going to get out."
Cuyahoga County prosecutor
Tim McGinty said the two houses to the left of Castro's would
also be torn down and developed into a park or whatever the
residents decide.
Prosecutors say Castro cried
when he signed over the house
deed and mentioned his "many
happy memories" there with the
women. They highlighted the
teary-eyed scene to illustrate
Castro's "distorted and twisted"
personality.
Family members, including
his sort, Anthony Castro. went to
the house Monday and picked
up personal items including old
photographs, guitars and bicycles.
The three women disappeared
separately between 2002 and
2004, when they were 14. 16
and 20 years old. Each had
accepted a ride from Castro.
They escaped May 6, when
Amanda Berry, now 27, broke
part of a door and yelled to
neighbors for help. Castro was
arrested that evening.
At Castro's sentencing, prosecutors displayed photos that provided a first glimpse inside the
rooms where the women lived.
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GloryBound to meet
GloryBound will meet Friday. Aug.9,from 79 p.m. at the Goshen Family Fellowship Center
in Stella. Special musical guests will include
The Hallelujah Singers and Jackie Graham. For
more information contact Renee Taylor at 7538124 or Pat Lea at 227-8833.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday
at I p.m. in the Community Room of the
Calloway County Public Library. Knitters of all
levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at 753-4803.

Dobson Cemetery annual meeting set

winners

The annual Dobson Cemetery meeting will be Saturday. Aug. 10,
at 2 p.m. The cemetery is located in Graves County on the CubaWater Valley Road, State Route 2422. Donations for cemetery
upkeep may be made at that time or mailed to Gail Dobson,918 St.
Rt. 1390, Mayfield, KY 42066. For more information call 3288612.

Senior Adult Day set at Memorial Baptist

Photo provided

DENTISTS VISIT EMERITUS: Residents of Emeritus at
Murray Senior Living and members of the community listened intently as Dr. Burton Young and Dr. Ronnie Hoffman
spoke about the importance of oral care in preventing illness.

Sunday,Aug. 11 is Senior Adult Day at Memorial Baptist Church,
906 Main St.. Murray. Bill Clark Thomas, retired missionary, will
speak on "Not In Vain- with scripture from 1 Corinthians 15:58 at
the 10:50 a.m. service. Pastor Martin Severns will lead the music.
The public is invited to attend.

North Pleasant Grove to hold revival
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will hold
revival services Aug. 11-13. A potluck meal will be served Sunday
evening at 5 p.m. and the service will begin at 6 p.m. Monday and
Tuesday evening services will be at 7 p.m. Ronnie Burkeen will be
the speaker on Sunday evening, Daniel Hopkins on Monday
evening,and Wayne Hopkins on Tuesday evening. Charles Westfall,
pastor. invites the public to attend. The church is located at the intersection of Hwy. 80 and Graham Road.

Make A Difference Day set for Saturday
The Murray and Calloway County community will host their 92nd
"Make A Difference Day" on Saturday, Aug. 10, at the Murray State
University Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Items collected will include paper,cardboard,eyeglasses, aluminum
cans, cell phones, ink jet cartridges, clothes, shoes, prescription
drugs. plastics, tin cans, glass. used motor oil, batteries and books.
For more information call the Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center at 759-9592 or the Calloway County Family
Resource Center at 762-7333.

Vinson reunion to be held
The annual Vinson reunion will be held Sunday. Aug. 11, at 12
p.m. at the Paris Landing Hotel. Mark Alan Vinson, of Memphis.
Tenn., invites everyone to attend. For more information call 7533419.

Kirksey Day to be held Saturday

Grooms and Heath
Tony Grooms, of Murray, and Amanda Tyson, of Danville, Va.,
announce the engagement and upcoming wedding of their daughter
Ashley Renee Grooms to Joshua Alan Heath, son of Ronnie and
Deena Heath, of Hardin.
Miss Grooms is the granddaughter of the late Ralph and Annie
Grooms,of Mayfield.
Mr. Heath is the grandson of James L. and Cathey Phelps, of
Cunningham. and Katie Sanderson Phelps, of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Graves County High
School and is a 2007 graduate of West Kentucky Community and
Technical College. She is employed by BB&T of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Graves County High
School. He is employed by Telecom.
The wedding will take place at 6:30 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 14, at
their home in Murray. Invitations are being sent.

Mur-Cal Chess Club
announces County
Championship results

The 10th Annual Kirksey Day, sponsored by Kirksey United
Methodist Church. has been rescheduled for Saturday. Aug. 10,
from 4-7 p.m. Festivities will take place in front of the baseball
fields and will include free food, musical entertainment, and more.
The public is invited to attend.

other K-8 students and won the
Special to the Ledger
The Mur-Cal Chess Club Middle School title. Benjamen
hosted the 2013 County Thome (3-0-1) is the new High
Chess School Champion.
Championship
Championships on Saturday.
The title of Challenger was
Aug. 3, at the Calloway County won by Wayne Bell and consePublic Library:. The tournament quently he will play a four game
All descendants of Moses Lovett are invited to a reunion Saturday.
attracted students from the match with Josiah Hereford, the
Aug. 10,2013.from II a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World
Murray and Calloway systems current champion, ,for the title
be
Building, 330 CC. Lowry Drive, Murray. A potluck meal will
well as homeschooled stu- of 2013 County Champion.
as
held at 12:30 p.m. Plates, cups. utensils and ice will be furnished.
Student awards were
dents.
Part of that match will be
For more information call Gerald and Shirley Coles at 753-4661 or
levels.
grade
2012-13
on
based
at the Mur-Cal Chess
played
227-4661.
Nickolas Holcomb (2-0-2) Club which meets at the Curris
successfully defended his title Center on Mondays at 5-7 p.m.
Asbury Cemetery Day will be Saturday, Aug. 10 at 11 a.m. at the as the Primary (K-3)Champion. For a list of past county champicemetery. located on Asbury Cemetery Road. Danny Leslie, former Mason Lu (2-0-2) edged out the ons visit the Mur-Cal Chess
pastor of the Kirksey and Goshen United Methodist Churches, will defending champion, Liam Club
http://murwebsite
be the speaker. A potluck meal will be served following the devo- Hereford, for the Elementary calchess.blogspot.comi. For
tional. All persons with an interest in the cemetery are invited to (K-5)Title. Samuel Lewis (3-0more information call Wayne
attend. In case of rain, the event will be held at 937 McCallon Mill I) was a full point ahead of all
Bell at 293-7675.
Rd., Kirksey. Persons unable to attend are asked to mail donations
for the maintenance of the cemetery to Marilynn Downey. 129 Fire
Station Dr., Kirksey, KY 42054.

Lovett reunion will still be held

Asbury Cemetery Day set

FBC Pairs and Spares to meet

Be Safe, Cell Before Digging

The Pairs and Spares Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church
will meet Friday. Aug. 9. at 11:30 a.m. at Tom's Grille. For more
information call 759-9413.

Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will be digging.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride.
call the church office at 753-1834.

Celebrate Recovery to meet

WATCH needs aluminum cans

Home & Garden
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Special to the Ledger
Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area has
announced its schedule of
upcoming events for Aug. 1725.
On Saturday, Aug. 17, the
Nature Station will host a program titled "Our Native
Venemous Snakes" at 11:30
a.m. The Homeplace will offer
"In Loving Memory" from 1-3
p.m., an 1850s wake and discussion of common mid-19th century customs dealing with grief,
death and burial. At 2:15 p.m.,
the Nature Station will present
"Nature's Top Model." an animal-style fashion contest. The
Golden Pond Planetarium will
offer an evening planetarium
show at 8 p.m., followed by a
Star Party at the Golden Pond
Observatory at 9 p.m. with the
KY Amateur
West
Astronomers.
On Sunday, Aug. 18, the
Homeplace will offer "Rag
Dolls" from 2-4 p.m., including
a demonstration of how to
assemble, stuff and clothe an
1850s rag doll. At 2:15 p.m., the
Nature Station will host
"Roaming the Nights in Shining
Armor: Armadillos," a presentation of fun facts about the
unique creatures living in Land
Between the Lakes.
On Tuesday, Aug. 20, the
Nature Station will present
"Animal Meet & Greet Tour" at
11:30 a.m., featuring the inside
scoop on the stories and habits
of reident wildlife including
red wolves, owls and bobcats.
On Wednesday, Aug. 21, the
host
will
Homeplace
'Dinnertime!" from 10 a.m. to

12 p.m., a demonstration of the
preparation for an 1850s midday meal. No food served to the
p.m., the
1
public. At
offer
will
Homeplace
"Nooning," a chance to visit
after lunch before heading back
to the farm chores.
On Saturday, Aug. 24, the
offer
will
Homeplace
"Processing Flax,- a discussion
and demonstration of how the
plant is transformed into fine
linen and rough tow, from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. At 11:30 a.m., the
Nature Station will present "For
Goodness Snakes," followed by
"Bugs for Brunch: Insect-Eating
Animals" at 2:15 p.m. From 3-7
p.m., a Nature Watch Series
Lake Barkley Paddle Trip will
leave from Taylor Bay in search
of fall and migrating wildlife
and hidden historic spots. The
cost is $30 per canoe,or $15 per
canoe or kayak for participants
bringing their own. Snacks
included. Lake and weather
conditions permitting. The
event is for intermediate to
paddlers.
level
advanced
is
registration
Advanced
required by calling 924-2020.
On Sunday, Aug. 25, the
offer
will
Homeplace
"Woodworking" at 1 p.m. Learn
about practical woodworking
projects in the 1850s. At 2:15
p.m., the Nature Station will
offer a program titled "'Nature's
Little Stinkers." an introduction
to animals that don't have the
best perfumes.
For more information on these
events, or to see a complete calendar of upcoming events at
Land Between the Lakes, visit
www.lbl.org.
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immaculate 4 bedroom, 3 full bath, 2 half bath
custom built home on a 1 acre waterfront lot! This
dream gourmet kitchen features an oven warmer,
prepsink, and walk in pantry. All full bathrooms
have heated floors. This must see lake home also
boasts a stone wall in the entryway, 4 fireplaces, a
large master suite w/a coffee bar, custom cabinet
and basement w/built-In generator, storm shelter
Re kitchenette. Covered dock is in year around
deep water w/a hydro hoist boat lift! Don't miss
IS #72001
this amazing prop.rty
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LBL announces
upcoming events

For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.

Celebrate Recovery meets every Friday at Edgewood Baptist
Church. At 5:40 p.m. a meal is served, at 6:40 p.m. is large group
and at 7:40 p.m. are small groups. For more information call 886446 I .

The WATCH Center at 702 Main Street, Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off
any time day or night seven days a week by driving through the
driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them
in the cotton wagon
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-Looking Back
Teo years ago
Lucy Wright, executive secreBriggs &I. Stratton plant manager tary of
the Calloway County
Rodney Bohannon and vice presi- Chapter
of the American Red
dent and general manager of the Cross.
spoke about disaster presmall engine division Joe Wright paredness
at a meeting of the
Announced that the Murray Briggs Welcome
Wagon Club at the
Stratton
plant
will undergo a $6 Commerce
Si.
Center.
million expansion project in the
Births reported included a boy to
next several months.
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Haneline,
Pictured riding on a float spon- July 31
sored by the Murray-Calloway
Forty years ago
County Hospital Child Care
The top graduate in the summer
Center in the Freedom Fest parade commencement
exercise
at
were Tyler Sirls, Will Sivills and Murray State
University was
Josh Conner.
Mikel D. Smith of Murray. who
• Jane Steely, Calloway County received a Bachelor
of Science in
extension agent in home econom- biology and
graduated with a perics, presented a special feature on fect academic standing
of 4.0 in
"Fun Summer Foods" at the July his undergraduate work.
luncheon of the Christian Women
Ashley Smock and Paul Austin
of Murray.
were pictured watching the action
Jeremy Phillips of Hazel was in the Kentucky Junior
State
named a national award winner in Closed tennis
tournament being
English by the United States held at Murray State
University.
Achievement Academy.
Sorority representatives from
Twenty years ago
Murray State University were
Members of the Westwood 4-H encouraging girls to send
in their
Club were recently recognized as application cards. Pictured were
winners in the Youth for American Kathy Hunt. Susan
Fraysure.
contest. Pictured were LaShana Celia Simmons. Debbie
Cathey.
Lewis, Whitney
Alexander. Sharon Sparks and Marilynne
Rebeca Todd, Angela Fortener. Rowland.
Laura Joe Parker. Nathan Fortener
Fifty years ago
and Melody Parker.
Prentice Lassiter and Dennis
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Lilly Taylor attended the 14th annual
prepared to celebrate their 50th leadership conference held for
anniversary Aug. 15.
educators at Morehead.
Pictured participating in the
Betsy Howton was to leave this
Aug. 2 groundbreaking ceremony weekend to begin her teaching
for the Murray Seventh-Day duties at Whittier. Calif.. after
Adventist Church were Jean spending the summer with her parWilloughby. Mrs. Phillip Rogers. ents. Mr. and Mrs. E.B. Howton.
Moses Hegyl. Brian Pollen.
Sixty years ago
Mayor Bill Cherry. Phillip Rogers.
The City of Murray was approxCounty Judge/Executive George imately one-fifth larger today in
Weaks. Louis Hauge.Jack Duncan area and had an increase in popuand Luther A. May.
lation of approximately 2.000 peoThirty years ago
ple after the annexation of the area
The FFA Meats Judging Team west of North 16th Street and the
of Calloway County High School area bound roughly by Sycamore
placed at the Purchase Region and South 16th Streets.
Meats Judging Contest. Team
The Rev. Buren Richerson of
members were Tommy Orr. Tracy Murray had accepted the pastorate
Curd, Leland Steely and John of the Zion's Cause Baptist
Warren Nix.
Church in Marshall County.
r
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DEAR ABBY: I am a selfemployed general contractor, and
have been for the most part successful. My wife,"Janine.' worked
in the mortgage industry, but
because of the economic downturn hasn't worked in three years.
After her mom provided some
financial help to my business eight
months ago.
Janine decided she wanted to work for
me doing the
office work
bookand
keeping. The
problem is,
she doesn't
show up until
Dear Abby late afternoon
and stays only
a short while.
By Abigail
She doesn't
Van Buren
get any work
done, and then she leaves. She
constantly rushes to get the bills
paid at the very last minute.
Although my wife is college;
educated, she really can't handle
the job. Her work ethic is terrible. I started my company and
I'm the boss. When Janine doesn't agree with me about something, she yells so loud I'm sure
the people who work next door
can hear her. 1 have talked to her
about this, and we have fought
about it. I tried to fire, her but
she says if she can't work for
my business, we might as well
get divorced.
I never wanted a partner and
didn't ask for one, and now I feel
trapped with an employee from
hell. I love Janine and don't want
a divorce. How can I get her to
quit and still stay married? -NEEDS HELP IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR NEEDS: Your wife's
behavior is immature and inappropriate. If her being in your office
is connected to the money her
mother loaned you. my advice is
to repay it immediately before
your wife's "dabbling" as a business partner disrupts the business

any further.
You may love Janine, but if
the only thing holding your marriage together is allowing her to
play at working in the office, then
I'm sorry to say you don't have
much of a marriage. Wake up and
smell the coffee. You need an
assistant and your wife needs something else to occupy her time.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I was abused
as a child through my teenage
years. I told my mom and we
talked about it. My stepfather was
the molester.
Part of Mt is still angry about
what he did to me, but another
part thinks fondly of the life we
had as kids. What's wrong with
me'? Is it normal to have conflicted emotions about a person
who hurt you? None of my siblings know about my past. My
stepfather is deceased now and
so is my mom. -- SURVIVOR
IN MARYLAND
DEAR SURVIVOR: You
deserve credit for not only being
able to acknowledge your pain,
but also emotionally mature enough
to look back and not diminish
the good things. It shows you are
healthy. Your feelings are normal.
I congratulate you.
*OMNI

DEAR ABBY: The women I
work with are now starting to
have grandchildren. That's great.
but when did it become trendy
to have baby showers for the grandmothers? Personally. I think this
is over the top. What about you?
-- SHOWER OVERLOAD IN
MINNESOTA
DEAR SHOWER OVERLOAD: I don't agree. It may have
become trendy around the time
that so many grandmothers
assumed responsibility for raising
their grandchildren. Or, the women
may be so excited about welcoming a first grandchild that they
want to celebrate with a party of
their own. Because you feel differently. simply decline the invitations.

DEAR DOCTOR K: My baby and more often in firstborn infants
has developmental dysplasia of We don't know why
the hip. What is this? How will
Doctors routinely check for
it be treated?
developmental dysplasia of the
DEAR READER: Because I'm hip in newborns and at follow.
not a pediatrician, I haven't seen up well-baby visits. If the doctor
a baby with developmental dys- feels unusual movement of the
plasia of the hip since I was in hip, he or she will use ultrasound
medical school. But I talked with Of X-rays to confirm the diagnopediatrician colleagues here at Hap. sis.
yard Medical
Left untreated. developmental
School
and dysplasia of the hip can lead to
refreshed my a shortened leg, arthritis, difficulmemory.
ty walking and long-term pain.
Our hips But with early treatment, most
are designed children can walk normally and
to support OW have normal hip function.
full
weight
Treatment depends on the
while allowing child's age:
movement in
-- Newborns usually wear a
all directions. special device, such as the Pavlik
Dr. Komaroff To accomplish harness or the Frejka splint. These
this,
the devices keep the top of the femur
By
rounded top of in the socket the right way. The
Dr. Anthony
the thigh bone hip ligaments gradually tighten
Komarott
(femur) fits and the hip joint usually
into a cup-shaped socket in the
pelvis called the acetabulum. The
-- For infants age I month to
"ball" of the femur sits inside the 6 months, the doctor will try a
socket. (I've put an illustration of harness or splint. If these devices
the hip joint on my website, don't help, the doctor will conAskDoctorK.com.)
sider gently (and nonsurgically )
In developmental dysplasia of putting the head of the femur in
the hip, the ball at tha•toR of the place while the child is under
femur moves in and out Of the anesthesia. This is called a closed
socket either partway or all the reduction. The child then wears
way. That's not supposed to hap- a body cast (spica cast) until the
pen: It makes the hip unreliable hip joint is normal.
in supporting the baby's weight.
-- Most children age 6 months
The ball of the femur slips in to 2 years can be treated with closed
and out of the socket because the reduction and a spica cast. Some
ligaments that hold the two bones require open surgery.
together are very loose or because
-- For children older than 2
the cup-shaped socket is not deep years, surgery is often needed.
enough. This condition usually is followed by a spica cast.
present at birth, but it can develFortunately, treatment is usuop after birth, during infancy or ally effective, and the child does
childhood. Usually just one hip not have hip problems later in
is affected, but in about 20 per- life.
cent of children with this condition it affects both hips.
(Dr. Kostaroff is a physician
The condition is more com- and professor at Harvard Med—
mon in babies who were breech ical S-choot-TO send -qa
as.
deliveries. It also seems to run go to AskDoctorK.com, or w • e:
in families. It happens more often Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
in little girls than in little boys. Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Holoise
resentatives from 391 to 433,effective with the next Congress, with
a proviso to add two more when
New Mexico and Arizona became
states.
In 1942, during World War
six Nazi saboteurs who were captured after landing in the U.S.
were executed in Washington,D.C.;
two others who'd cooperated with
authorities were spared.
In 1945, President Barry S.
Truman signed the U.S. instrument of ratification for the United Nations Charter.
In 1973, Vice President Spiro

T. Agnew branded as "damned
lies" reports he had taken kickbacks from government contracts
in Maryland, and vowed not to
resign - which he ended up
doing.
In 1974, President Richard
Nixon announced his resignation.
effective the next day. following
damaging new revelations in the
Watergate scandal.
Ten years ago: The Boston
Roman
Catholic archdiocese
offered ‘55 million to settle more
than 500 lawsuits stemming from
alleged sex abuse by priests.

"new battery on January" and the
LESS
year. That way, I know when the
STUFF
Dear battery was replaced. AND, most
Heloise: importantly, I don't mix up last
When I am year's battery With the new year's
getting ready battery. -- Lena H., via email
to go out to
Very good safety hint for all
dinner,
of my readers. The battery for a
change to a smoke alarm should be replaced
smaller purse. every year. Most batterv-operatInstead
of ed smoke alarms should be
taking my wal- replaced every 10 .vears, accordlet (which contains everything). ing to experts. You can use these
I include only my driver's license "old" batteries in a clock or other
and insurance card, plus lipstick low-battery-use, appliance.
and money. In case of an emerAll batteries need to be recygency, my license and insurance cled. Recyclable as well as regBABY EILUESCF0
card are readily available. -- ular single-use batteries should
Tl-C4'1z6 CoeckOINIC,
Michelle T. Eureka Springs, Ark. he taken to a household hazardous.Akka WE SECPETL4
TiMe lbCIART IATTIN61Wsa pp ; 104 11.tent
SMOKE-DETECTOR
waste fat-dire. Call your garbage
1141N6S 0N114Ellz Own
MAINTENANCE
company or city office to find
/
Dear Ileloise: Since SMOKE our if there is one in your area.
DETECTORS should be replaced You also can check onlinefor inforevery eight years or so. I found mation about recirliag. Heloise
it helpful to put a piece of mask- MISSING KEYS
Dear Helolse: I recently
ing tape or a label on the bottom when installing new ones. I returned from a trip. After setwrite "smoke detector installed" tling down and getting back to
and the date. That way. I know the normal routine, I discovered
when the entire detector should that I had misplaced my "keys"
(I have a keyless ignition for my
be replaced.
Also, every year I replace the car).
smoke-detector batteries on or
I contacted our car dealer and
_HECK, WHEN I WAS A)
I CAN'T DECIDE BETWEEN
AW FRIENDS TEXT, OUT WITH(
KID
TWEETING 'IOU GET TO
\.
THE BIGGEST DECISION WAS
TEXTING OR TWEETING y--/
around Jan. I. Before I replace was told that it would cost $350FOLLOW CELEBRITIES
WH
70DAY, MR. B. ------'
TO PLAY
JACKS,
PLA JACKS,)
the batteries. I get all the replace- $400 to replace the "keys." LuckAND STUFF 2 SIGH
CHECKERS, MARBLES,
_
-/
ment batteries together. and I put ily, I found them after searching
tvs01
DECIS(ONS, DECISIONS
OR TIDDLYWINKS )
101
a label on each battery that says for more than 12 hours. A les_
•
Oa.

•rtitT

A
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ion on these
omplete calevents at
Lakes, visit

Contractor wants to fire his
Treatment for infant hip
wife, but save his marriage dysplasia is usually effective

Today in History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 8. the
220th day of 2013. There are 145
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On August 8, 1963, Britain's
"Great Train Robbery" took place
as thieves made off with 2.6 million pounds in banknotes.
On this date:
In 1815. Napoleon Bonaparte
set sail for St. Helena to spend
the remainder of his days'in eine.
In 1911. President William
Howard Taft signed a measure
raising the number of U.S rep-
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I TAKE IT YOU DIDN'T
LAND THAT JOB
WRITING AP COPY
THE REAL
ESTATE COMPANY.

TOO SAP. I W45 WAIT- RENT?
FOR A LITTLE
HOPING YOU
MIGHT START APARTMENT OVER
THE GARAGE?
PAYING SOME
RENT TO YOUR
MOTHER AND ME.

:--

EWES

WE PREFER TO
THINK OF IT A5 A
QUAINT ANP COZY
PENTHOU5E
CHARMER.

GIAIRIFIIEL_E:3(14)
JON IS HAVING
THOuGHTS

by
Howse

Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.coin. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
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son well learned. Always be extra
careful where you set your keys
down, because it could be costly to replace them. -- L.A., Colorado Springs. Colo.
PERFUME SAMPLES
Dear Heloise: It is a hassle
to pack perfume bottles when
traveling. I save perfume samples from magazines and take those
with me instead. They are flat,
and,do not leak or break. It also
is a great way to try out new
scents to see if 1 like. them. -Katie in New Hampshire
HOMEMADE PILLOWCASES
Dear Heloise: When I have
pillowcases that don't fit. I buy
a bigger size and cut them down
to fit, or buy material that matches the bedding and make my
own. I like small-size pillows.
and most cases are too large. -Faith in Nebraska

PO BIRDS
HAVE FINGERS?

PEEP
THOUGHTS

"Pinocchio" fish
Manual reader
Yam
Singer Waits
None too cordial
Sheltered side

33
34
35
36
37
38

Embedded spy
Hamper
Stratford's river
Men's topper
Called up
Luke's mentor
Unambiguous
First version of a film
Barters
Lennon's love
Solemn ceremonies
Andorra neighbor
Before today
Uneven
Painful iniury
Expedient route
Mild cheese
Lohengrin's love
Globe features
Stagger
Cry of disbelief
Ticked off

BABA
LATH
ABORT
VOGUE
SORTA
INANE
I
CREATED
CREAKED
HIS
DODOS
MAN
ANTSY
VIM
OPRAH
SOC
CREASED
CREAMED
PRO
ALAMO
UN ION
REGAN
PORNO
STEP
WEST
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Painter Chagall
Track shape
Single
Fencing cry
Work on code
Singer Piaf
Highway rescue
Memorable time
Operated
Concentrate
Eurasian deer
Varnish layer
Foot or furlong
Theater prize
Sting operation
Latvia's capital
Resting on
Boot attachment
Clay workers
Highlanders
School paper
Lorelei's river
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MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

RACERHOOPALOOZA

The waiting game

Martin, Jones to
attend dinner
MSU Sports Information

Steady rain delays Racers second practice over four hours

Murray State Basketball's
all-time leading scorer and
rebounder have confirmed that
they will attend RACERHOOPALOOZA (Aug. 15-16)
in Murray, Ky.
Popeye Jones and Jeff
Martin, two of the most recognizable names in the 88-year
history of Racer Basketball,
will make a great event even
better
when
RACERHOOPALOOZA honors former
head coach Mark Gottfried at
the program's fundraiser at the
CFSB Center.
"We're all very excited to
have so many former players
and coaches coming back to
campus for this event," MSU
Head Coach Steve Prohm said.

"This will be a special weekend
for the Racer Family. I want to
encourage all Murray State
fans to get their tickets now for
the RACERHOOPALOOZA,
they don't want to miss this!"
Jones, who played for the
Racers from 1988-92, is still
the all-time leading rebounder
with 1,374. The native of
Dresden, Tenn., was the
nation's top rebounder in backto-back seasons with a high of
14.4 boards per game in the
1991-92 season. Jones is one of
only two to finish in the top-5
all-time scorers and rebounders
along with Isaac Spencer
(1997-01) who will be inducted
into the MSU Hall of Fame in
2014.
"The biggest thing for me is
•See MSUBBALL,9A

OVC FOOTBALL

EKU, EIU ranked in FCS
Coaches Preseason Top 25
poll, four others receive votes
HICK'r MARTIN LeJger & Times
(Above) Murray State head coach Chris Hatcher watches a special teams drill during the rain early Wednesday afternoon at Roy Stewart Stadium.(Below) Wide receiver Jordan Morrow reads a block and cuts upfieid during
practice.

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Mother Nature threw Murray State a
curveball Wednesday morning, but by the
early afternoon Chris Hatcher could see
the silver lining.
The Racers were expected to start the
second practice of fall camp at 8 a.m., but
because of steady rain overnight and into
the morning, weren't able to take the field
until just after noon.
And once his team finally hit the turf,
Hatcher was pleased with the results.
"By no means are we ready to play a
game yet," he said, "but I think we are
where we need to be after day two."
Players and coaches reported to the stadium during the early morning Wednesday
before waiting out a nearly four-hour long
delay. Hatcher admitted he was concerned
with where his players' focus would be
after the wait, but was greeted with anoth•See RACERS,9A

UT-Martin picked to repeat as
OVC soccer champs
OVC SPORTS

Easy to find autographs of college stars for sale
NEW YORK (AP) — A simple search on eBay reveals
Heisman Trophy winner Johnny
Manuel is far from the only college football player whose autograph is for sale.
Pick a star and you can find
memorabilia with a supposedly

Two Ohio Valley Conference
football teams are ranked and
four others are receiving votes in
the Preseason FCS Coaches Top
25 poll which was released on
Tuesday.
Eastern Kentucky, who finished last season ranked 19th in
the poll, came in at 19th in the
poll this preseason. The Colonels
received one of the 26 first-place
votes in the poll (North Dakota
State received 23 first-place votes
while Montana State and Sam
Houston State received one
apiece). EKU was 8-3 a season
ago and picked second in the
OVC preseason poll this season.
Eastern Illinois, who finished
last season 25th in the poll, was
tabbed 23rd in this year's preseason poll. The Panthers, the

defending OVC Champions and
preseason OVC favorites, return a
pair of Walter Payton Award candidates in senior wide receiver
Erik Lora and senior quarterback
Jimmy Garoppolo.
Tennessee State received 52
total points and was unofficially
ranked 28th. The Tigers led a
group of four OVC teams in the
"others receiving votes" section
The other OVC teams who
received
votes
included
Jacksonville State (I1 points),
Tennessee Tech (5) and UT
Martin (4).
The Sports Network Top 25
media poll is scheduled to be
released next Tuesday (August
13).
The first OVC football teams
are in action on Thursday. Aug
29.

OVC SOCCER

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

RALPH D. RUSSO
AP College Football Writer

OVC SPORTS

verified signature.
South Carolina's Jadeveon
Clowney. Ohio State's Braxton
Miller. Oregon's De'Anthony
Thomas. Louisville's Teddy
Bridgewater. Alabama's AJ
McCarron. The list goes on and
on.
The difference is ESPN has
reported the NCAA is investigating whether Manziel, the Texas

A&M quarterback. got paid to
sign autographs, which would
violate amateurism rules. That
has led to other schools being
asked questions about whether
their players earned money for
signatures.
If the allegations against
Manziel, made by unidentified
sources to ESP/V. are proved true
by the NCAA, his eligibility for

the coming season could be in
doubt as well as his status as a
Heisman winner.
ESPN reported that a top
autograph authenticator had
authenticated nearly
1,000
Manuel autographs.
Brandon Steiner of Steiner
Sports, which is the official collectible and memorabilia compa•See AUTOGRAPHS,9A
,

Southeast Missouri earned 148
points to be selected to finish
UT Martin has been picked to third. Eastern Kentucky garwin the 2013 Ohio Valley nered 137 points to be picked to
Conference women's soccer title place fourth while
SIUE
as voted on by the league's head received 133
points to round out
coaches and sports information
the top five. Belmont (119).
directors. The Skyhawks, who
Jacksonville
State
(84),
won their second OVC regularMorehead State (71), Eastern
season and tournament title last
year, received 18 of the 22 first- Illinois (60), Tennessee Tech
place votes and 198 points. (44) and Murray State(35)comAustin Peay picked up the plete the poll.
UT Martin is coming off a
remaining four first-place nods
and 177 points for a second- season in which it went 13-6-3
place predicted finish while
See SOCCER,9A

PGA CHAMPIONSHIP

McIlroy looking for the kid who won the PGA
DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer

McIlroy would love to
rediscover that kid at Oak Hill
this week.
PITTSFORD, N.Y.(AP) —
In its place is a 24-year-old
The curls no longer spilled from Northern Ireland who has
from under his cap, a big reason to feel much older. He
change for Rory McIlroy. hasn't won a tournament, and
Prompted to reveal the rest of only once did he even come
his free haircut, he removed his close. He has finished over par
hat and wild brown locks in all three majors. with only
sprang to life,
two rounds at the British Open.
"Still a little bit on the top," He has failed to make the cut
he said Wednesday with an five times this year, which
easy smile
includes walking off the course
Only then did McIlroy in the Honda Classic with sore
resemble the Boy Wonder who wisdom teeth that still haven't
dominated golf last summer, been removed.
Among betting favorites, he
starting with his win at the
PGA Championship at Kiawah was second only to Tiger
Island by a record margin. He Woods at the Masters at 5-to-1.
didn't walk down the fairways For the PGA Championship,
that week, he bounced. He was the odds are 30-to- I , higher
No. I in the world, and looked than two players (Henrik
every bit the part.
Stenson and Brandt Snedeker)

who have never won a major.
And he can't wait to get to
the first tee Thursday afternoon.
Inspiration comes from
videos he has been watching of
his eight-shot win at Kiawah
Island, along with his back-toback FedEx Cup playoff wins
against some of the strongest
fields of the year. Some of what
he noticed was technical, such
as the position of his club in the
swing. What really stood out
was the body language.
"It's how you carry yourself.
It's all that sort of stuff, your
little mannerisms," McIlroy
said. "I guess it's just trying to
remember those feelings and
remember how I felt that week
and trying to carry some of that
into this week and just get
those good, positive thoughts

going.
"I think everyone sees when
I walk and I'm playing well. I
have that little bounce in my
step."
What would go.a lot longer
at Oak Hill is keeping the ball
in play on a traditional, treelined course — so many trees
that even being in the fairway
doesn't mean a clear shot at the
green if the ball is slightly out
of position. The greens are
small and slope toward the
front. Oak Hill is a hard golf
course, and the evidence comes
from the previous five majors
held on this Donald Ross
Photo provided
design — only I() players in Murray resident Tom Lough rounds the track during
the
those five majors have finished opening lap of the 1500 meter finals at the National Senior
under par.
Games in Cleveland, Ohio on Friday, July 26, 2013. Lough
"This may be the toughest qualified for and competed In both the 1500 and 800
golf course, but the fairest golf meter finals, finishing seventeenth and seventh, respectively.
See PGA,9A
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From Page 8A
sons as a pro. He is coming off
course that we play," said Tom an astounding win
at the
Watson, playing this major for British Open, where
his 66 in
the 32nd time. "Somebody is the final round is regarded as
going to win this thing, and that one of the best closing rounds
person is going to play awfully in a major. If he could
pick off
well, awfully good golf this another PGA
Championship,
week. Wish I could say that's Mickelson would be a
shoo-in
inc."
as PGA Tour player of the year,
Watson was joking. Not so an award he has never
won.
funny is that the way McIlroy's
McIlroy, meanwhile, has
year has gone, there isn't much been largely forgotten
through
reason to believe it could be ordinary play and endless
queshim, either.
tions about a season gone
Most of the attention is on wrong from his opening
tourWoods, even though he has nament when he missed
the cut
gone five years and 17 majors in Abu Dhabi. Some of his
without winning one. Woods troubles have been attributed
to
the
won
Bridgestone a wholesale equipment change,
Invitational last week by seven others to his decision to
change
shots, sparked by a 61 in the management companies.
second round that tied his perMcIlroy said his switch to
sonal best. That gave Woods Nike is no longer an excuse,
five wins this year, which is not with 15 tournaments under
five more than McIlroy.
his belt. He says it has taken
Phil Mickelson opened with longer than usual to work his
a 65 in 2003 the last time the way out of bad habits.
Championship
PGA
was
"I guess every time you play
played at Oak Hill until fading and you don't play well, it sort
badly in one of his worst sea- of chips away at your confi-

ng for me
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From Page 8A
ny of the NBA, the New York
Yankees and Notre Dame,
among others, said his company
does not do business with college athletes.
He said Manziel would likely
be able to sign a contract with a
collectibles company of at least
$100.000 after he went pro.
"I know there is a vibrant
Heisman Trophy collectible
audience out there," he said.
A market flooded with
Manziel autographs could cost
him money later, Steiner said.
"It creates market confusion
and takes a lot away from the
category,"
Steiner
said
Wednesday.
Other college athletes might
want to take note.
Two sports websites — bustedcoverage.com and goodbullhunting.com — found what
appeared to be dozens of authenticated items signed by Clowney
online, and that led to questions
for South Carolina officials.
Associate athletic director
Chris Rogers said Wednesday
the school's compliance office
has looked into the Clowney

dence a little bit," he said.
McIlroy has gone through
this before. Only a year ago, he
had gone five months without a
win and missed the cut in four
out of five tournaments. With a
spark at Firestone, he showed
up at Kiawah Island and overwhelmed the strongest field in
golf in ways only Woods used
to do.
"I love proving people
wrong," McIlroy said.
Ian Poulter's advice was
everyone to "give him a break."
Poulter tied for third — by
nine shots — last year at
Kiawah Island and has watched
the fall of a kid who looked one
year ago that he would be on
top of golf for a long time.
Now it's back to Woods and
Mickelson at Nos. I and 2 in
the world, with the kid trying to
claw his way back.
"I think sometimes we forget how young he is and what
he's been able to achieve at a
very early age," Poulter said.
"So the second he • feels corn-
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FCS PRESEASON
COACHES TOP 25 POLL
1 Norm Dakota State (23)14-1645
2 Montana State (1)11-2591 5
3 Eastern Washington11-3549 4
4 Sarn Houston State (1)11-4534
2
5 Woriord
9-4 450 7
6 Central Arkansas 9-3 428 10
7 South Dakota State9-4410 17
8 146W Hampshire 8-4 386 13
9 Villanove
8-4 381 16
10 Illinois State
9-4 379 9
11 Cal Poly
9-3348 11
12 Towson
7-4347 15
13 Stony Brook 10-3 326 12
14 Richmond
8-3 274 18
15 James Madison 7-4 235 21
16 Northam Iowa 5-6 218 NR
17 Lehigh
10-1 198 14
18 Noritvam Anzona8-3 196 20
19 Eastern Kentucky (1)8-3 188
19
20 Bethune-Cookman9-3159 23
21 Coastal Carolina8-5 140 24
22 Montana
5-6 135 NR
23 Eastern (Ulnas 7-5 120 25
24 Youngstovm State7-4107 NR
25 Chattanooga
6-5 104 NR

I
.
SI et.. 8-1.,

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Today
Colorado (Chatwood 7-4) at N V Macs
(Gee 7-8) 12 10 OM
Mom (Fernandez 13-5) at Pittsburgh
(Cole 5-5) 12 35 p m
Chicago Cubs(Samardzaa 6-10) at
Philadelphia (E Merlin 0-1) 105pm
1.411weukee(D Hand 0-3) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 5-11) 3 45pm
LA Dodgers(Ryu 10-3) at St Louis
(Westbrook 7-6). 8 15 pm
Frlday
Philadelphia at Washington, 706 p.m.
San Diego at Coconnat, 7 10 pm.
Miami at Atlanta 730 pm
Chicago Cubs at St Louis, 815 p.m
Pittsbusgb at Colorado, 840pm.
N.V. lAsts at Arizona 9 40 p m
Milsvaukee at Seattle, 10 10 p m.
Towpa Bay at L A Dodgers, 10 10 p.m
Baltimore at San Francisco. 10 15 p m.

•Racers...
autographs on eBay and found
no violations had occurred.
"The websites that we've
looked at and the pictures and
autographs and items that we've
found over the last academic
year, we've not had any issues to
suggest that anything impermissible had occurred," Rogers said.
Ohio State athletic director
Gene Smith said school officials
have determined Miller had not
profited from the numerous
items found online with his signature. Smith said the quarterback signed many autographs at
a Big Ten preseason kickoff
luncheon. Presumably fans or
memorabilia brokers then went
and sold items they got autographed for free.
"We've already looked at it,"
Smith said. "There's no issue
there."
Louisville came to a similar
conclusion.
"We are aware of many of the
items for sale online that have
been autographed by several of
our student-athletes with remaining eligibility. As we are
required to do by NCAA rules,
we regularly review these items

and send correspondence to the
seller(s) requesting they remove
the item for sale," the school said
in a statement. "We have and
continue to educate our studentathletes that it is not permissible
to accept any type of compensation for their autograph or the
sale of memorabilia. We have
spoken with Teddy Bridgewater
and we are comfortable that no
violation has occurred."
Clowney. Bridgewater and
Miller enter the season has prime
contenders for the Heisman.
Manziel became the first
freshman to win it last season.
It's unclear if an NCAA violation
would cause the Heisman trust to
reconsider Manziel's victory.
Heisman Trust's rules state:
"The recipient must be in compliance with the bylaws defining
an NCAA Student-Athlete."
"The Heisman Trust never
comments on speculation,"
Heisman
spokesman
Tim
Henning said Wednesday.
Reggie Bush's 2005 Heisnaan
Trophy was later vacated after
the NCAA found he had
received improper benefits during his winning season.

"Being a player at Murray
State is special when you're a
current player, but as the years
go by it has a deeper meaning,"
Jones added. "Especially when
you think about where you
came from, the hard work you
put in and the opportunity that
you were given to play there."
Racer fans can still be part
of the fun by reserving their
spot at the dinner (Aug. 15)
and/or the golf scramble (Aug.
16) by calling the MSU ticket
office at (270) 809-3000 or
stopping by in person at the
CFSB Center.
RACERHOOPALOOZA,
sponsored by CFSB. begins
with a banquet and "Toast" to
former Racer coach Mark
Gottfried, currently the head
coach at North Carolina State.
A social hour and silent auction
of select Racer basketball
memorabilia begins at 5:30
p.m. with dinner at 7 p.m. The
program will take place after
the buffet dinner.
On Friday (Aug. 16) the
basketball team is hosting a
scramble golf tournament at
the Murray Country Club, with
a shotgun start at 8 a.m.
Foursomes will be assigned a
fifth Racer celebrity to play
with each group.
Dinner reservations are $65
per person or $490 for a table

of eight. Golf scramble reservations are $65 per person or
$235 for a foursome.
The list of former MSU
players and coaches that are
attending continues to grow.
Isaiah Canaan, former Racer
and recent NBA draft pick by
the Houston Rockets has confirmed he will be able to attend
the Friday golf event and
luncheon.
Here is the list of former
players and coaches that will
be attending the dinner.
Tom Adams, Tevester
Anderson, Ivan Aska, Darron
Boatright, Marcus Brown,
Justin Burdine, Bruce Carter,
Tony Easley, Derrick Flowers,
Michael Floyd. George Fotso.
Ray George. Mark Gottfried,
Ron Greene, Arnell Hamilton,
Tim Haworth, Gene Herndon,
Tyler Holloway, Danny Jarrett,
Keith Jenifer. Popeye Jones.
Rob Kennedy, Jewuan Long,
Cal Luther. Jeff Martin, Deter]
Mayes, Len Mahoney, Walter
Moore, Dwayne Paul, Bennie
Purcell,
Issian
Redding.
Aubrey Reese, Kenny Roth.
James Singleton, Picasso
Simmons, Scott Sivills, Barney
Tweatt, Danero Thomas, Mike
Turner, Bo Walden, Antoine
Whelchel
Shawn
and
Witherspoon.

•MSUBball...
From Page 8A
to be able to come back to
Murray and see the guys I
played with. But I'm also looking forward to meeting the
players who were there before
me and after." Jones said.
"Coach Prohm has done a great
lob in reaching out to the former players and coaches and
creating that Racer Family
atmosphere. He's done that
with his current team, but also
for us."
Jones spent parts of 11 seasons in the NBA playing or the
Mavericks, Raptors, Celtics.
Nuggets,
and
Wizards
Warriors. Since his playing
days. Popeye has served in the
New Jersey Nets organization
and this season will be moving
to the Indiana Pacers as an
assistant coach.
Martin, a native of Cherry
Valley, Ark., scored 2,484
points for the Racers from
1985-89 and was a senior when
Jones was a freshman in the
1988-89 season. As a junior.
Martin scored an amazing 806
points and averaged 26.0 points
per game. After his MSU days,
Martin played two seasons in
the NBA with the Los Angeles
Clippers and a total of 11 seasons as a professionaf.
"There is no question that
Murray State Basketball has
been as good as any program in
the country and I'm just really
proud to be part of that,"
Martin said from his home in
Houston, Texas. "I'm very
excited to come back to campus and see everyone and I'm
bringing my entire family.
Thanks to Coach Prohm for
reaching out to us. When he
contacted me, I knew I wanted
to be there."
For the former Racers that
can make it back and for the
ones who can't make it this
time and will attend in the
future, Jones says the feeling is
the same.

fortable again, whether that's
with his swing or equipment or
whatever it is, then Rory will
be winning golf tournaments.
That natural swing of his doesn't just disappear overnight."
Despite all the scrutiny
on everything from his new
equipment to new management, to girlfriend Caroline
Wozniacki and moving from
Northern Ireland to south
Florida — McIlroy hasn't
dodged the questions for which
he has no tangible answers.
"I'd definitely rather be up
here talking about more positive things, but I guess that's
the way it is," McIlroy said.
"Should you lay off me? That's
not for me to decide. I'm here
and I'm answering your questions and that's all I can do. As
I said, it would be nicer just to
sit up here, talk about some
more positive things. But the
way the year's gone, it's understandable why I'm not."

From Page 8A
became eligible Tuesday after- job of being able to take what
er fast-paced. high-energy noon and wasted little time we have learned in the meetimpressing his new head coach. ings onto the field," he said.
practice.
The 6-foot-3, 240-pound "Right now we are still just
"We are like anybody, we
are creatures of habit," he said. bruiser nabbed several balls putting in the installation, then
"We are used to being on a set across the middle, highlighted we have to find the right 22 to
schedule, but every now and by a pass from Miller that he put on the football field.
"That's our biggest goal this
then it's good for things to hap- pinned on the defenders back
pen that are not in our control. before pulling it away and week."
Running back Duane Brady
We had to sit around, we had to scampering off.
"I
was
pleased
with was sidelined Wednesday after
wait and we had to adjust to the
(Blackburn)," Hatcher said. having his knee drained, someschedule. But our guys were
"He's a big tight end for us and thing that isn't expected to keep
here early, anxious and ready to
he made some plays and some him off the field the rest of the
go, and that's a very good
catches for us today. He was week.
sign."
one. I wouldn't say it was a surJaamal Berry took a bulk of
K.D.
Humphries
and prise. but
it was nice to see him the reps from the backfield
Maikhail Miller split reps with
out there."
with Brady out, and Marcus
the
first
string
offense
Hatcher said the individual Holliday ran mostly with the
Wednesday as the two continue performances
haven't second unit. Hatcher also has a
to battle for the starting quar- impressed him as much as what pair
of converted wideouts in
terback spot. Meanwhile, both the team itself has done, how- Jordan Morrow
and Pokey
passers welcomed in the ever, particularly with so many Harris, each of whom played
newest Racer, freshman Jesse key positions still up for grabs. running back a year ago.
Blackburn.
"Our overall focus has been
The Racers return to pracBlackburn, a tight ,e
.,good and we have done a good tice today at 8 a.m.

•Soccer...
From Page 8A
overall and 8-1-1 in the OVC to
become the fifth team in league
history to claim both the regularseason and tournament crowns
in the same year.
Phil
McNamara, who was named the
2012 OVC Coach of the Year. is
entering his fourth year as the
head coach of the Skyhawks,
who was named the 2012 OVC
Coach of the Year. He will have
eight starters among 16 returning players from last year's
squad. Included in the returners
is sophomore forward Saphyra
Coombs-James
(Brampton,
Onatrio). Coombs-James was
named the OVC Freshman of
the Year after ranking second in
the league in points per game
(1.20 ppg), total points (24),
goals per game (0.50 gpg) and
total goals(10). Senior midfielder Hannah McGowen, a native
of Murfreesboro, Tenn., also
returns to the field this season.
McGowen was named to the
All-OVC first team after scoring
three goals and recording six
assists. Junior
goalkeeper
Mariah Klenke (Highland, Ill.)

will be back in net this year after
playing 22 games and recording
six shutouts last season.
Austin Peay finished second
in 2012 with a 7-2-1 OVC mark
while going 12-8-1 overall.
Kelly Guth enters her 12th season at the helm of the Lady
Govs and will have the 2012
OVC Player of the Year returning in senior forward Tatiana
Ariza. The Bogota. Colombia
native led the OVC in shots
(75), shots per game (3.95),
points (32), points per game
(1.68), goals (12), goals per
game (1.68). assists (8), assists
per game (0.42) and game winning goals (4). All-OVC First
Team selection Natalia Ariza
(Bogota, Colombia) will also be
returning this year. The senior
midfielder played in 19 games in
2012 and posted three assists.
Senior goalkeeper
Hay lee
Shoaff is also back for the Lady
Goys this season. The Coral
Springs, Fla.. native, played in
21 matches in 2012 allowing 20
goals and making 103 saves.
She also posted seven shutouts.
Southeast Missouri is picked
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to finish third after placing
fourth last year with a 7-10-4
overall mark and a 5-3-2 OVC
record. Heather Nelson is entering her 15th season as the head
coach of the Redhawks and will
have six starters among 14 letterwinners returning from last
year's team. Among the top
returners are sophomore defenderlmidflielder Paige Luehmann.
The Granite City, Ill. native led
the team with four assists last
year and was part of a defense
that posted seven shutouts in
2012. Also back for the 2013
season will be senior goalkeeper
Ashton Aubuchon (Florissant,
Mo.) and sophomore forward
Erin Shulman (Bloomington,
III.). Aubuchon played in seven
matches last season and made 32
saves. Shulman saw action in 18
matches last year recording one
goal and one assist.
The 2013 season gets underway on Aug. 23 with conference
play starting on Sept. 27. The
2013
OVC
Soccer
Championship will be held on
Nov. 7-9, 10 on the campus of
the regular-season champion.
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Escape artist pulls off
locked coffin skydive
By ANDREA THOMAS
Associated Press
SERENA, III. (AP) — A
Wisconsin daredevil freed himself from shackles and a locked
casket while plummeting to the
earth at 130 miles per hour on
Tuesday,eventually parachuting
gently into a northern Illinois
field.
Anthony Martin, 47, waved to
the cameras and the crowd that
turned out to watch his stunt
after he landed at a farm in
Serena, Ill., about 70 miles
southwest of Chicago.
Martin said the escape was
exhilarating but that he was disoriented because the plywood
casket whipped wildly from
side-to-side while he picked the
locks, and he struggled to open
the door.
"I didn't feel any force, but
what I felt was a lot of jostling,"
he told The Associated Press. "It
seemed to me like I had a
glimpse of the ground for a sec-

ond then it (the door)came back
and I had to give it another
push."
Martin, who began teaching
himself to pick locks at age 6,
somersaulted out of the box as
he pushed his way to freedom.
"I didn't know where I was ...
but I was hypnotized as I
watched the box falling behind
me," he said.
The mood on the plane was
somber as it ascended to 14,000
feet. All the skydivers involved
in the stunt carefully checked
the others' equipment before
Martin climbed into the box and
was handcuffed to a belt around
his waist and chained to the
inside of the casket. A prison
door lock for which no key
exists was screwed into place to
hold the door tight as two of the
skydivers checked for sight of
the proposed landing area from
the open door of the plane, a
Short SC.7 Skyvan.

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

LAKER PRIDE FACILITY DEMOLISHED: The landscape of the Calloway County High School campus changed some this
week, as a small demolition crew demolished the Laker PRIDE facility. On May 9, the Calloway County Board of Education
voted 3-1 to move the Laker PRIDE program to the Day Treatment Center, following months of speculation and discussion
from parents, students, faculty and administration.

Vet with service dog and church deacon clash

AP Photo/Courtesy ot Skydive Chicago, Joe Silva

In this photo provided by Skydive Chicago, escape artist
Anthony Martin falls while handcuffed and locked inside a box
after being dropped from an airplane over Ottawa, Ill.,
Tuesday, Aug. 6.
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Parker told the newspaper he wasn't concerned until Magstadt walked his daughter
to the children's area, which is a small
room. The deacon said he told Magstadt he
couldn't bring the dog into the room.
The dog wears a vest identifying it as a
PTSD service dog.
The newspaper reported Parker took
responsibility for what he termed a misunderstanding.
"I didn't know if the children would
spook the dog. I didn't know anything
about this dog." Parker said."He

CLARKSVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — A military veteran and officials of a Clarksville
church have different versions of a disagreement, but both say the former soldier
and his service dog left a worship service.
Kristofer Magstadt served four combat
tours in 10 years as a member of the 101st
Airborne Division. He told The LeafChronicle he took his 5-year-old daughter
to Greater Missionary' Baptist Church on
Sunday. Magstadt said when church deacon
Archie Parker saw the dog, he requested
Magstadt tether it outside.

(Magstadt) didn't explain anything about
the dog."
Lea Patterson, a dog trainer certified by
the Train a Dog,Save A Warrior program,
said she has placed 20 dogs with soldiers
and veterans and at least once a week, at
least one of them is asked to leave a place
of public accommodation because of the
dogs. She said this is the first incident at a
church.
Magstadt said he has been a member of
the church for four years.

IT'S TIME AGAIN TO VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITES

2013

All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming "Readers' Choice
2013" section, we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we want to know who your favorites
are! To add your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us before Fri., Aug. 30th at 5 p.m.
TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE
ENTERED INTO A RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.

11 •

Favorite Place to Get Catfish

,
htsuranc
49ericy

Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Asian Restaurant

Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Place To Get A Burger

Favorite Elected Official

Favorite Caterer

Favorite Clothing Store

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Steak House

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Place To Get A Milkshake

Favorite Place To Eat Buffet

7.
‘•
.
•V
• 4

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Florist
Favorite Veterinarian

***

Favorite Bookstore

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Optometrist

Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Children's Clothing Store

Favorite Oil Change Service

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

Favorite Hair Salon

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Barber Shop

"ted *1
Auto
"ftPoir

Favorite Cable Provider

Favorite Fitness Center

Favorite Framing Store

r

t- • •
'
Favorite Carpet Store

Favorite Attorney
Favorite Dentist

Favorite Physical Therapist

Favorite Tanning Salon
Favorite Orthodontist

Favorite Place To Get Home Cooking

oa
Cane

Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Bank
Favorite After 5 Hangout
Favorite Family Practitioner
Favorite ColTet House

Favorite Bank Teller
1Pkane 'who& same of Bank

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Place To Get Pizza

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Lunch Spot

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Grocery Store

Favorite Gas Station

Favorite Liquor Store

Favorite Ladies Clothing Store

Voted *1
Gift
Shop

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Plumbing Service

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Consignment Shop

Favorite Radio Personality

1 ed
"

Gera
station

Favorite Thrift Store

Favorite Senior Living Community

Favorite Insurance Agency

Favorite Golf Course

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED. Photo
I copies of ballots will not be accepted. Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for
I your local favorites in our special "Best of Calloway County Readers' Choice 2013" section published in October. Mail ballot to or drop off at:

Phone

P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY

I

CONTEST RULES:
2. Entries must be received by
1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible
Decision of newspaper is final.
drawing.
random
via
be
will
selected
winners
prize
Cash
3
30th
Aug.
this newspaper before 5 P.m on Fri .
5. All entries should contain the name of a busi4. At least 10 categories must be filled In for your ballot to be valid and counted.
number to be valid & counted.
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&
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full
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6.
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otherwise
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Playhouse presents dessert cabaret
Special to the Ledger
proud of these young people. They came up a
Playhouse in the Park is proud to present "A thousan
d ideas and then narrowed them down
Night of Murder. Music,and Mayhem," a family- until
they formed the basis for these two skits.
friendly dessert cabaret.
They also each came up with their detailed charThe cabaret will be held Aug. 16-17 at 7 p.m. acter.
Their creative process has been so much fun
and Aug. 18 at 2:30 p.m. on the Playhouse deck. to
watch."
The cabaret is a project of Box of Frogs, the theOnce the ideas were solid. Wendy Waltrip, a
atre's high school young actors' guild. The Box of member
of the group. was the primary writer of
Frogs, along with some of their friends,'will be the
skits. The cabaret is a fundraiser for the group
presenting musical numbers from the 1930s and who
is planning a theatre field trip to Chicago
1940s, as well as performing two "murder mys- later
in the year. Tickets are available at the door
tery spoof' skits written by the group.
and are $6 each, which will include a serving of a
Katie Hamilton and Lisa Cope worked with homema
de dessert. Call Lisa Cope at 759-1752
the group on the project and said, "We are so for
more information.

MAC presents 'Fruitvale Station'
ger & Times
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/ Ledger & Times
REED ARTS AWARD: Kirby Kiana Pittman, right, was
presented with the Roderick Reed
Performing Arts Award Saturday during the Bulldog Banque
t for the 44th annual Douglass
Reunion. Carruth Kitrell, left, presented the award.

Public invited to Peyton art display
Saturday at Paducah's A.I.R. Studio
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH,Ky. — Resident
artist Lindsay Peyton invites the
community from 4-8 p.m.
Saturday to see her new work
produced during her time at
A.I.R. Studio, located at 621
Madison St. in Paducah.
Peyton is an artist visiting
from Montgomery, Texas. She
graduated in 2003 from the
University of Texas at Austin
with a Bachelor of Journalism,
majoring in photojournalism.

She is the Artist in Residence at
A.I.R. Studio through Aug. 15.
She is a painter and works in oil,
pastels, charcoal and ink. Her
current series of work focuses
on the interior of rooms, and
plans to make work influenced
by local spaces during her time
here. She manages Cadence
Enterprise,- a Houston creative
services and marketing firm that
promotes emerging artists, the
arts and other worthy causes.
A.I.R. Studio Paducah is a

residency studio and apartment
located in LowerTown Paducah.
The space welcomes a range of
traditional and non-traditional
visual artists, as well as writers
and composers, and is open to
international artists. The residency program affords artists
the opportunity,time, and space
to create work in the heart of
Paducah's Arts District, anywhere from two weeks to two
months.

Image provided

Pictured is "Grace in the Beginning," a 2011 oil on canvas painting by Lindsa
y Peyton, Artist
in Residence at A.I.R. Studio through Aug. 15,
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Cypress Springs
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ooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
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Hours: Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 8 am-8 pm
Friday & Saturday 8 am-9 pm

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. — Ronnie Dunn, formerly of
the award winning country duo Brooks & Dunn,
will be in concert at the Carson Center on
Saturday, Sept. 14, at 7:15 p.m.
Dunn was born in Coleman,Texas,to a hard-living, truck-driving, country music-singing father
and a conservative churchgoing mother. Dunn
navigated a winding road that led him from West
Texas to New Mexico, Arkansas and Oklahoma
and through thirteen schools in 12 years. Music
was about the only constant in life.
In 1990 Dunn moved from Tulsa, Okla.. to
Nashville and was introduced by Arista Records
label head,Tim Dubois,to Kix Brooks. Since their
initial pairing in 1990, Brooks & Dunn have been
at the top of the country music singles charts 23
times with songs like "Brand New Man," "Boot
Scootin' Boogie." "You're Gonna Miss Me When
I'm Gone,""My Maria," "Only In America" and
"Red Dirt Road." They are the industry's most
award-winning duo and have been named
Entertainers of the Year four times. They have
gathered 20 Country Music Association Awards
and 28 Academy of Country Music Awards, more
than any other artist in ACM history. With their
exceedingly popular tours and more than 30 million records sold, Brooks & Dunn dominated the
music industry consistently through the fall of
Ronnie Dunn
2009 when they mutually decided to pursue solo
He was inducted into the Arkansas Music Hall of
careers. With a monumental farewell tour in 2010,
Fame in 2005 and the Oklahoma Music Hall of
the Last Rodeo Tour, Brooks and Dunn said goodFame in 2006. He has received 23 BM! Million
bye to their fans as a duo and welcomed in the
Airplay Awards for songs written that have
new chapter of their careers as solo artists.
attained one million or more radio airplay status.
Dunn has twice been named the BMI Country
Dunn was voted the Gospel Songwriter of the
Songwriter of the year. He was the Billboard
Year by the Gospel Music Association in 2006 for
Magazine country songwriter of the year in 1996.
his song "Believe."
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Country music artist Ronnie Dunn to
perform next month at Carson Center
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FROG LEGS & SOFTSHELL CRAB NOW AVAILABLE
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY.

Located Approx 15 miles South ot Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. — Maiden Alley Cinema
presents the Sundance Film Festival award-winner "Fruitval Station" this weekend.
Winner of both the Grand Jury Prize for dramatic feature and the Audience Award for U.S.
dramatic film at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival,
director Ryan Coogler's "Fruitvale Station" follows the tree story of Oscar Grant (Michael B.
Jordan), a 22-year-old Bay Area resident who
wakes up on the morning of Dec. 31, 2008 and
feels something in the air. Not sure what it is, he
takes it as a sign to get a head start on his resolutions: Being a better son to his mother (Octavia
Spencer), whose birthday falls on New Year's
Eve, being a better partner to his girlfriend
Photos provided
Sophina, (Melonie Diaz), who he hasn't been Pictured at left is the real-life Oscar Grant ,
completely honest with as of late,and being a bet- who was shot by a Bay Area Rapid Transit
ter father to Tatiana (Ariana Neal), their beautiful officer on New Year's Day 2009. At right
is
4-year-old daughter. Crossing paths with friends, Grant as portrayed by Michae
l B. Jordon in
family and strangers. Oscar starts out well, as the "Fruitvale Station
."
day goes on,he realizes that changes are not going
to come easily. His resolve takes a tragic turn, Mehserle stood and, according to witnesses, said:
however, when BART (Bay Area' Rapid Transit) "Get back. I'm gonna lase him." Mehserle then
officers shoot him in cold blood at the Fruitvale reportedly drew his gun and shot Grant once in the
subway stop on
back;
Mehserle
New Year's Day.
appeared stunned,
Oscar's life and
put his hands to his
tragic death would
head
and
MAIIMEN ALLE
shake the Bay Area
eim
Y
mu
exclai
med,
"Oh,
•.7 •
— and the entire
my God!" During
nation — to its very core:
his court testimony,
Grant was fatally shot by BART police officer Mehserle said that Grant then exclaimed, "You
Johannes Mehserle in Oakland, Calif. in early shot me!" Grant turned out to be unarmed; he was
morning of New Year's Day 2009. Responding to pronounced dead the next morning at Highland
reports of a fight on a crowded BART train return- Hospital in Oakland.
Show times are 7 and 9 p.m. Friday,4:30,7 and
ing from San Francisco, BART police officers
detained him and several other passengers on the 9 p.m. Saturday and 4:30 and 7 p.m. Sunday.
platform at the Fruitvale BART Station. Mehserle Maiden Alley Cinema is an independent, not-forand another officer were restraining Grant, who profit theater supported by the Paducah Film
was lying face down and allegedly resisting arrest. Society and donations from members of Maiden
Alley Cinema.

270-436-5496

113 S.4th St. on the Square•(270)761-1010•(270)293-8817
robert.billington@yahoo.com
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Sart Sew

$8.50 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
.
I I -,.. 1 \Ili,
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Saturday

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060

060

020

rMURRAY

Practical Dental Assistant Training
1.

Registration is now open!
First class is Sept 7th

STATE UNIVERSITY

This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
www.smilepaducah.com

Brick House & approx. 8 acres
with barn in Aurora, near KY Lake.
3BR,'IBA, C/H/A, 1 car garage

(I'm in BIG
TROUBLE with
my husband)

PLEASE
CALL
753-8393
FRESH Country
Sausage
Farm Raised Beef
Pasture Raised
Grain Fed
No Growth
Hormones
No Antibiotics
Tested E. Coll-FREE
Saturday Downtown
Farmers Market
Stubblefield Farms
753-3187
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activrties.

HEY YOU!

Responsibilftles & Duties
Under the direction of the Associate Vice President for Institutional
Advancement, this individual works with the dean, chairs, and directors of
the Hutson School of Agriculture and with other campus leaders regarding
special projects of the university to identify potential fundraising projects
and pnorities; identffy, cultivate and solicit a portfolio of individual and
corporate/foundation major donor prospects for the Hutson School of
Agriculture and other university special projects; manage pipeline of
approximately 150 prospects and make a minimum of 15-20 personal visits per month; prepares proposals to be used in gift solicitations; responsible for collecting and transferring thorough and appropriate information on
all constituents in the donor records system; provides leadership to
engage donors, faculty and volunteers in the college's development activities; assists in forming, guiding, and supervising unit and project advisory
councils and other volunteers in fundraising activities and efforts; ensures
that all donations are promptly submitted for recording. Also meets regularly with campus managers and development staff for coordinating fundraising efforts as assigned by the Associate Vice President for Institutional
Advancement; represents the university as requested at functions of
interest to the institution; performs other related duties as assigned.

Requirements - Education and experience

Preferred - Education and experience
Master's degree preferred.

Visit MyMurray.rom for

Chamber $nver Coupons
from your favorite
businesses in Murray.
KWIK Kleen now introRed
Dog
ducing
Custom Graphics, full
restorations
and
upgrades. auto detailing and cleanups. BOO
Coldwater Rd.
226-1092

Lynn Grove
Self Storage

270-519-0143
,

Director of Development
Hutson School of Agriculture & Special Univeratty Projects

Bachelor's degree required. Demonstrated success in direct solicitation of
gifts from individuals, corporations and foundations; written and oral
communication, presentation and interpersonal skills; success in program
management.

270-703-6377

LOST:
MALES
MSU 1962
CLASS
RING

Application Deadline: August 30, 2013
To apply please visit: http://www.murraystateiobs.cornipostings/2477
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University Is an equal education and employment
opportunity, WM),AA employer.
OTR drivers. Local company leasing equipment &
drivers to national account, Late model trucks &
new trailers. Drivers must be approved by
accounts safety director. Drivers must be at least
23 years of age, no preventable accidents in the
past 3yrs, no more than 2 moving violations in the
last 12mos. & no more than 3 in the last 3yrs.
Must have 2yrs of OTR exp. with lyr refrigeration.
No DUI, DWI, drug or alcohol convictions. No
license suspension or serious moving violation in
the last 3yrs. Must pass drug screen & physical
by accounts approved physician & lab. Successful
candidate that sign & complete a 5yr contract will
receive the title to their truck upon completion of
contract as a bonus. For more information call 270-293-3205.

& Laura Key

Infinity Group
Papa Smurf
Storage

Immediate openings for full time

1st •Ionth Free!

Assembly Workers in the Murray area
Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
tree & physical assessment must be met.

•24 7 &min ,,•Pnst Ccn',
Ilx%%
271) il7

llll

27i)

Send resume to jdavid@inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518

yahoo.corn

Read
All About'
It!
subscribe to the

LEMERSITIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
3 DID. --....430.00
3 mo..............430.00
6 eat.
6 MO.
$55.00
1 yr.
......
1
All Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 mo.
3 too._.....
$96.09
6 ono_....._MAO 6
1 yr....--$120.116 1 yr. ----$145-00
Rest of KY/TN

DISCLAIMER
trainee
Bartender
needed to work nights
and weekends at family
oriented
bar. Call
Cherokee Hills Ranch
at(731) 232-6045
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

Associate
SALES
needed. Full or Parttime position available.
Experience preferred.
Drop resume at 915
Arcadia next to The
Apple or call
(270)415-5844. The
Mattress Guys

"near & Recksioani

Money Order

Visa

91/C

Name

Book keeper wanted
Quic-kbooks and excel
a plus. Apply in person
at Carpet World 13395
Hwy 641 North,
Puryear, TN
731 -498--8161

Learning
Lily Pad
Center has openings
for children 6 weeks12 years. For more
information call
(270) 761-LILY
140
Want lo Buy

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the pbnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings.'Thank you.

machine
Part-time
operator needed for
commercial mail processing equipment with
of
the
possibility
full-time.
becoming
Day shift MondayFriday with occassional
overtime and weekSome lifting
ends
required Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 N 12th., Suite G,
Murray KY 42071

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

150
Ankles
For We
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
table, six
Kitchen
chairs $75.00; home
health materials, potty
chair, shower stool,
bed clothes, female
clothes. 759-1687 or
227-3069
QUEEN size hide-aAsking
sofa.
bed
$174.00 080.
759-5534

'

City
Zip

, Daytime Pb.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bon 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270)763-1916

Ask about our
Malay ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1 916

Need someone to sit
with an elderly person.
(270)753-5476

160
Home Furnishings
MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N 3RD
753-1502
270
&obis *lines For Sale
2BR, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
10X60 with 12x12 add.
ion, 2BR mobile home.
$350 plus deposit. No
pets. Patterson, New
Concord area.
270-436-6280
3BR 1.5 BA $450.00
293-6116
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
South Hazel TN
3BR 2BA
492-8526
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2 BR/1 BA
on Wells Ext
$500/ month
293-0638
2BR, 1BA. Water/trash
included.
$425/mo.
270-719-1654
3BR/2BA in downtown
Murray. All appliances
and water/trash included. $975/month. MSU
students love this
large, nice apartment.
8/8
Available
(270)978-0698.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

cr

Duplex. 2BR, 1.5BA,
large utility, with W/D,
$700/mo.
garage,
$700/dep.
270-227-1743
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905. .
NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO # 711

Applisness

SELECTION

Share my 2 BR home
in
Murray.
Rent
$300/mo includes all
utilities Call for more
details (270) 227-6594

USED APPI IANC ES

Reel Estate

2Br, IBA, with appliances. 270-703-6034

Murray Ledger & limes Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnmination based on race, color, religion,sec. handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations Of dtscnMinstion.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milam,(7031648-1000.

3BR, IBA. Minutes
from the lake. Access
to a boat ramp. 822
Span
Rd.
Cross
Murray, KY.
270-978-7839
For Sale or Rent
2BR 1 BA with 30x30
shop and 1 acre.
270-227-7919 or
227-7101
GATESBOROUGH
Executive Home on
large wooded lot. 3BR,
2BA. Large tiled eat in
kitchen, deluxe stainless steel app, large living room, dining/office
area, den with fireplace, master suite with
walk-in closet, Florida
room, patio, 2 car
garage,
monitored
system.
security
Lease. 404-313-1051

Homes For Sale

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 1 21S
Murray. KY 42071

270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

Brick Home 7.39 acres
Frontage on Hwy 80 a
Coldwater. 2 BR 1.5 BA
(615) 971-4813
Brick Home, full basement, attached carport,
barn with pasture. 1
Murray.
mile from
Owner financing $5000
down, $145,000.
978-0270 or 227-9885.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates,
SRC, Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Auto Parts

USED TIRES
Commercial/retail
spaces at competitive
rates conveniently
located at 400 & 404
N. 4th St. Plenty of
customer paved parking.
Spaces ranging from
750-1500sq.ft, can be
motified to meet individual business needs.
270-752-0201
380
Pits & Supplies
American
Bobtail
Kitten. UTD on shots &
wormed
microchipped. Litterbox
trained. Call
(270) 978-6404
Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
Public Sale

AUSTIN Auction

(270) 753-1713

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

Large chest type
freezer approx
22cu.ft $200.00.
753-2307

Fr.9a.m.
Non. 9a.m.
00,112 p.m,
Tue.lp.m.
Wed.12 p.m.
Thur.12p.m.

vi
530
Services Offered
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing. Sealcioating
& Hauling
ONN FRAN is

Used Trucks

Brandon's
Outdoor Service
is back Full Time
lawn mowing
shrub trimming
tilling, dirt work
bush hogging
270) 978-0543

92 GMC Sierra. Short
wheel base step side.
RUNS GOOD - NEW
PARTS!
$1,600.
O.B.O.
978-7136, 978-7008

2006 26ft Dutchman
Camper. Full bath
Large slide out. Sleeps
6. Lots of storage
space. Excellent condition. (270)227-3017,
(270)293-9841

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
I rev estimates
Call Kevin at
270-293-4020

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
ckylake
remodeling.com

270-873-9916
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
'Trimming
'Removal
'Firewood

(270)489-2839
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & Teed pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Smut, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

SOLVICIL

All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Reel Estate
50 acres. Hwy 80 nea
Farmington. $250,000
or best offer.
(270)804-2795
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterpnses.net
Of call 270-753-4109

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New construction. home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

YOUR mowing needs.
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

Looking for
something in
particular?
with us today!

Zach 270-8
David 270-

The Floor Shr
Carpet re-st
pet, ceramic,
hardwood,
decking, sma
els, chain link
Free Estimatt
(270) 978-071
(270) 906-81:

Greg Mar

Garage I
Sales & Mair
6" Continuou

Great Horned
DOn ?spend your
keep
state

(270) 293

MITC
BR
PAVI
*Asphalt In
"Seal coa
strip'
40 yrs. ex

(270)75

MICKEY
DEVELO •
(if

'hit, he
Aithre,
*AA
•101%1IIIIIII
IiCt'lls.1•d

'Insured
2000 F150 Lariat work
ruck. Runs great
Asking $3500.00 OBO.
759-5534

Over 28
Expert(

270-293-4256

'Stump Grinding

500

"Want to Buy" ad
2 BR; appliances, W/D
hookup, central H&A,
$550/rno. 1 year lease,
1 month deposit No
pets. 753-2259,
(270) 527-8174

Fn.101.m.

MAK 0101/•111

OrPoarlosier.

Try running a

WARD ELKINS

GET'MIS 111
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Nooses For Rant

Rooms For Rant

LARGE

, St. Address

State

090
Domestic & Childcare

ii:

6122

WANT TO SELL
REAL ESTATE?
Licensing class
enrolling. Paducah
days or nights.
4-8wks.
Payment Plan.
Call or Text
270-223-0789
cleioiseadems

I Check

Hsip Waned

Help Wanted

Notice

Nturray Lei

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectnc.com

(270)

22 0,

Roof Leaking
professional
293-6482

YEARRY'S
Lawn ServicE
and insured.
mates. 436-2
227-0267

Will Clean Hr
Reasonable I
(731)363-634

r & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

BANKRUPTCY
PRESCOTT
ROOFING

ES

-Fri.10un.

• IS3n.9a.m.

Tue.1p.m.
Vied. 12 p.m.

• Thur.12p.m.

AUCTION,

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shinags Hird Naied

x•s Offered

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

AVIS
HALT

qisphalt Insta.la!ion
*Seal coating &
striping

Se:deluding,
tattling
R kV IS

(270)759-0501

306m NPRJACylFtILA

(270) 293-8480

N CUT
N CARE
•stien.ites
/setiii .11

40 yrs. experience

Eumnvercial Building -Approx 10.00tIsq ft. ofoffice space plus separate warehouse that feat UIS
1st Floor:9 large offices. executive office with wet bar & 1:2 bath. boa min im. ns1piIiin anhi
I
oupy mom with built-ins, storage room. concrete libel: vault clean with I44.'...vrs.
kitchenfbreakn.iiin with tile Saws. Men's & W.mars bathrooms.
reivptior. area. hcardroosm city:sit cwt.:tonal-1unit at t..n,. nom. large n.,rr
2nd Floor approx. 13
• with cubical*. The huikling j.concrete Nock and steel construction and both floors hate s4id sod
& keyrard systems. pre-engineeml hardwood. tilt, floors. upixoled ,arpot. am)elevator.

93-4020
Lake
odeling

ing in kitchen
remodeling
& Porches
insured

Visit
tickylake
leling.com

173-9916

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

Roof Leaking? Call a
professional
293-6482
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

DRIVE

Bankruptcy Case #12-10404
Eva Lemeh.Trustee

93-4256

978-0543

Darrell Beane la Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall 1(1 Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223

Commercial
Building, Vacant
Lot & Generator

stare

•aciti•Itens
Buthip,'ins
•Thr,
.111%.114111Ce Work
Licensed & Insured
(270) 226-5444

Warehouse Building:2 hutting ducks. bark :nounl k.‘el access w it h large door. 3 Aces w ii h
carpet. large multi-purpotte room with Metfs & Women's bathrooms. kitchen area. IT area with
huge open office space, boardroom. 2 pnvate offices. IT root with ,teparate heating/cooling
gyntem. The kodingiwarehouse space is heated hut mt cooler!.
Tax records list total area (office & warehouse)as being 214,200 sq. It.

Generator:
Detroit Diesel 125
Spectrum to Ix, intived.

Vacant Lot: Known 622 N. ith Street - has ain't"tX. 1.15S tICIVS(by survey)
licated on thc (orner
h & .\ni kw.

Sale conducted by: BLUE GRASS AUCTION ASSOC. Firm

PARKS

Will Clean Houses
Reasonable Rates
(731)363-6349

615.896.4600

AUCTIONAUF1ON
www.bobparksauction.com

For all your auction needs contact:

Saturday,
August 10th

Hour

2013

SATURDAY,AUGUST 10TH • 9:00 AM

@ 10:00 AM

'6//h Brewers Hwy, Hardin, hi

(270) 759-0890
DOUBLE TAKE

LANCE II PLANE
& 1994 CORVETTE

1979 PIPER
We ore seing at Absolute ktetan PT Leale of Mr sear Andrus Selling yid be a carnpive househutd niers-tars nclud:re)

, „
ittofe,(irceldteSer oxk.octs. pens qt.: Also selling w5 be bald roots. posse! tools. Kx ks. .1,rsns, Inttle ii
lincoln,vpidey 10;:k ponds. IN* Etter's, floor pack. steel hops r hop sow icol Doses, route!, stoll Sow, ow tools, log (nuns. totters
norgef qe. nese ri; ..cles &intuit (Br vaier poi° furniture, gas runs teat blower, barbecue grA;sinoker engine hoist. rhor(n
peril roc old reefs and fishing tar xX,krterrig table and &ices rrimiluther deck, nvoariee race, gun cabinet 04 Arne's,
c:ofiee polo Kenmore rehgerctuulteezet, criesr typo
skysls, krtroen S00140,-,:. rrr" t .rk'st r'Yrste.
rrIesner
isis wdr be an al day even!
cosi)keeAr. tie

489-2839

1979 PIPER PA32 LANCE II: 3800-TT. 32 SMOH 32 SPOH iNew Blades). 396 Garmin
GPS w/Coupled IFR yr/Altitude Hold,4 Place Intercom. 2 David Clark Headsets.
KXt 7013. MX17086s.CIMC Coupled To tat 7011 Morrow GP& Electric Switch Fuel
Tanks. T-Tail &6 Seats. Plane Has Always Been Hangarea'
1994 CHEVROLET CORVETTE: Hardtop Convertible. leather Seals. Automatic V8
5 71.. 77.581 MOPS V1N troYY72P5F15'1171*
Auction Held At The Murray Calloway County Airport
544 Airfield Lane, Murray, KY 42071!
• VI Be Aiaed TQ Foal Br.ls &Induced :n The Sale P1,,
AUCTION TERMS
rtaicrpany AN Checks
'
Fu'iSettlemen*

"Reg

WASTE
CEMENT
%.

•

riedioperated
. • 293-2783

1-2784

nAltiags
E %I.

Il I
e:

ENT111: A. 11 CTION

MICIIAll HARRIS, nrake"Auc00.00ert • Er 04537
OTANI III HARRIS. Uroker /Aug leonerr • It 1115411/0
BEN ROI IPICilt Reoltne/Aochnower

y

••*-h
270-247-3253 ..,

keel Wale INNNAllus properly is bee‘o a el ri risseen1B *MD TO seettanteS RAPILWKI0 molten A deposit of 52,500 CO mowed
pre^,m sell be added to the tessl b.d r:n0 exkrded in ese ton contract once Closing es be n0 stir etc,
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Murray Calloway
County Airport
544 Airfield Lane
Murray, KY 42071
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Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
Terms of auction, full settlement day of auction with cash
or good check
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Frame
227-3140
474-0323
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Antique drop leaf table with leaves, matching credenza, wood
table with 2 leaves and 6 chairs, queen bed, full bed, dresser
with mirror, 2 twin mattresses and box springs, Lane cedar
chest, several cabinets, several bookcases, recliners, sofa,
antique wood high chair that converts to play table,
entertainment center, TV., stereo, mirrors, refrigerator, upright
freezer, misc dishes, misc. glasses, misc linen, kitchen items.
Christmas and Holiday decorations, baskets, floral
arrangements, craft items, fabric, candles, candlesticks, vases,
avon bottles, canner, fruit iars, hand and yard tools, car hauler,
4x9 trailer, much more.

TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223

or toll free 1.877.465.4600
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SATURDAY AUGUST 10, 2013 10:00 A.M.
820 NORTH 19TH STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
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MR. & MRS. HOMER BURKEEN ESTATE
SATURDAY AUGUST 17, 2013 10:00 A.M.
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DEXTER, KY 42036
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REAL ESTATE AUCTION

3 Bedroom, 1 bath home with kitchen, living room, utility room,
Out building, mature shade with country setting Terms 15%
down of purchase pnce day of sale balance in 30 days Any
house built pnor to 1978 could contain lead base paint There
will be &post inspection waiver as part of the contract Make
your inspections prior to auction
Not responsible for accidents.

The Floor Shop
Carpet re-stretch,carpet, ceramic, laminate.
hardwood,exterior
decking, small remodels, chain link fencing,
Free Estimates
(270) 978-0789;
(270) 906-8126
Greg Mansfield

or Service
Full Time
mowing
trimming
. dirt work
hogging

Saturday, August 10th
10:00 AM

Over 28 Years
Experience
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Six,Units

24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
Now Nave SO alma& Control Units

Motown Avo.
•

Email your ad to
classified @ murrayledger.com

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

ANDSCAPES
oted Most Ra9sorsabie!
LANDSCAPE5_
*Trimming Hedges New Landscapes
-Cleaning Out Existing *Mowing *Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards •Suburbs &
Farming Communities •Estates
OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup *Pressure Washing
Need References? Got 'em!

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!

iveri-Nrs\
MCCUISTON

ROOFING

Thursday,
August 15th,
6:00PM
'Open House•
Sunday, August 11,
2:00-4:00PM

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

273 WEST GROVE DRIVE
MURRAY,KY. 42071

DESCRIPTION Lots 15 & 16 Block D Lynwood Subdivision Have A 1300.
Sq Foot Ranch Style 3 Bedroom. 1 Bath, Brick Home Built In 1971, A 20'
X 24' Vinyl-Sided Detached Garage With Carport Built In 1990, And A
Detached Outbuilding With Carport. The Home Features Utility Room, *
*
Open KitchenfLiving Area, Refrigerator, Stove. Washer & Dryer. 1 Car
Attached Garage (Not Included In Sq Ft I. Screened-In Back Porch, Elec•
tric & Gas Central Unit, And Level Lawn With Mature Shade Trees
TERMS. Property Sells Absolute To Highest Bidder. Make All Inspections
*
Sale
Of
Day
Required
Deposit
-Refundable
Non
10%
Prior To Bidding
Balance Due In 30 Days Possession With Passing Of Deed. Buyer Will Be
Required To Sign A Lead Base Paint Waiver Taxes Will Be Pro-Rated An
Up-To-Date Termite Clearance LOW Will Be Provided Property Is Being
Sold By Deed As One Parcel Sale Held In Conjunction With Wilkerson
Real Estate, Franklin J Wilkerson Broker 705-078.3.

View Photos & Details Of This Auction On Our N%(+site!
SELLANQ WITH_RESERVE: Camper-2000 Prowler By Fleetwood, 27Ft. *
Bumper Pull, Bunk Bed Type That Sleeps 9, With Very Nice Interior.
•

1

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house hke
it is our house!

GARLAND
RENTAL
-If you've got it, we can store If
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electncity. and 24/7 Surveillance

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

80 ADAIR IN. CALVERT CITY KY
RALPH AUSTIN. AUCTIONEER 270.705 4859
KY License P2471"-. IL License 441.001641

All Saes available call today
to reserve your storage unit

www.austinauctionservice.com

270-753-2905

Murray Ledger & Times
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4B • Thursday, August 8, 2013

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY, AUGUST 10th AT 10:00 AM
1501 STATE ROUTE 121 N. MURRAY, KY.

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoStu

BEING HELD AT THE NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
Cherry Sugar Chest, Walnut Sugar Chest, Acorn Bed, Dresser, Wash
Stands (2). Round Table And Chairs, Sq Table & Chairs, End Tables,
Sm Round Tables, Sm Sq Table, Ladderback Chairs, Clarks Spool
Cab, Railroad Table, Maple Bedroom Suite, Sm Dropleaf Table, Roll
Top Desk, and Much More.

You'll
always
score!

Several Crocks- Beale and Son Jug, Geo Goodman Jug, Blue Crock,
crock Pitchers, Nashville Jug, and many More
Several Puyear Tn. Memombilia. Yr Books, Banner,
Misc-1885 Madisonville Hustler Cloth Newspaper, Civil War Fort and
Other Tin Types, Quilts, Old Glasses, Old Photo Album, Old
Scales.Old Boy Scout Items, Belt Buckels, Old Army Buttons, Knives
Old Post Cards, Several Old Photos, Alladden Lamp, Dr Pepper
Clock, Prestone Thermometer, Nylint U Haul Truck, Marx Newberry
Truck, Paper Mache Decoy, Cast Iron Pcs, Old Scrap Books, Old
Bibles, Old Books, Pressure Washer, Tiller, Several Concrete Pcs, Sm
Doll Chest, Pots & Pans,Other Cookware, and Much More.
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Horoscope
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Friday. Aug. 9, 2013:
This year you could be more
detail oriented than you have
been in many years. Others
might find you to be fussy. If
you are single, you could attract
someone who is emotionally
unavailable. Make no commitments until you are sure this person can open up. If you are
attached, the two of you could
get into petty squabbles. You
might opt to spend more weekends together as a couple.
VIRGO does not realize it, but
he or she often rains on your
parade.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Whatever you feel and
do, you feel and do with a great
amount of intensity. Others
clearly understand your determination, which prevents you from
being met by any heavy resistance. Use it well. Consider finishing a project that you have
been putting off. Tonight: Out
with a friend

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might be quite determined to have someone hear
your version of what is happening. You will do nearly whatever
it takes in order to ensure that
you are heard. Communication
can be a lithe sarcastic if you are
not careful. Tonight: Join friends
Make it light and easy.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You could be overwhelmed by an unexpected and
costly problem: you might not be

sure which way you want to go.
Check out alternatives, and others will respond well to your
inquiries. Listen to feedback, but
trust your judgment. Tonight: You
need to let off a little steam.
TGIF!

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You could be taken
aback by a personal matter, and
perhaps you might even feel left
out. You will funnel your frustration into a form of overindulgence. This escape might work
for now, but what about later?
Consider sharing your feelings
instead. Tonight: Hang out with a
pal.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You would like to see a
situation develop in a more positive way: however, you also need
to express your feelings. You
might have been pushed way
beyond what most people can
and will tolerate. Share your
thoughts in a way that can be
heard. Tonight: Treat yourself
well.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You tend to spend a lot
of energy on getting what you
want most. Start taking action. A
friend or an associate might be
far more supportive than you
thought possible. This person's
caring will infuse you with optimism. Tonight: Know what you
want, and then make it so.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Much is going on behind
the scenes. You will have a
strong sense of what is happening; however, if you become too
inquisitive, you could cause a
problem with someone you look
up to Assume a holding position
for the present moment. Tonight.
Make it an early night.

SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might be dumb-

4 5 6 7 2 9 3, 1 8
6 4 2 5 7 8 9 3 1
9 1 3 2 4 6 8 7 5
5 8 7 9 1 3 6 2 4
2 3 1 4 6 7 5 8 9
86 5 392 1 4 7
7 9 4 1 8 5 26 3
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State Dept: Posts in 19 cities to
remain closed
ALICIA A. CALDWELL
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON (AP) —
U.S. diplomatic posts in 19 cities
in the Mideast and Africa will
(old City Park)
closed for the rest of the
remain
to
close
KY
(Ben(on,
Aurora, Kentucky
Friday & Saturday
week amid intercepted "chatter"
Lake)
Saturday
Sam -?
about terror threats, which law7am-1pm
Wed, Thurs, Fri & Sat
makers briefed on the informa10am-5pm
Tools, clothes sofa
likened to intelligence
tion
bed, 5th wheel
Furniture, dishes, picked up before the Sept. II,
1998 damaged
equip, table saw,
Chev Blazer,
glassware,
desk, 2 office chairs,
2001 attacks.
antiques, furniture, household items
books, 2000 F150
One lawmaker said the chathand tools
Lariat truck, & more!
ter was specific as to certain
dates and the scope of the operaESTATE SALE tion; others said it suggested that
YARD/BASEMENT SALE
a major terrorist attack, akin to
1014
9/1 1. was being planned by the
701 VINE STREET
Sharpe St
al-Qaida affiliate in Yemen.
(by Duncan Donuts)
Diplomatic facilities will
Friday & Saturday
Saturday
Sam-4pm
remain closed in Egypt, Jordan,
Furniture,antiques,
Libya, Yemen, Saudi Arabia and
7am-12 noon
glassware,colKuwait. among other countries,
lectibles,
large flat screen TV,
through Saturday, Aug. 10. The
Tommy Bahama
State Department announcement
style dining table &
Household items,
chairs,rockers,
added closures of four
Sunday
king bed,
clothes, washer/dryer fine wicker
African sites, in Madagascar,
furniture
Burundi, Rwanda and Mauritius.
The U.S. reopened some posts
on Monday, including those in
5 Party Yard Sale
and
Afghanistan
Kabul.
Baghdad.
State
the
week
2116 Southwest Drive
Last
(in Southwest Villa Subdivision)
Department announced a global
travel alert, warning that alFriday & Saturday
Qaida or its allies might target
either U.S. government or priFurniture, dishes, microwave,
vate American interests. It said
lots of household items, jewelry,
homemade goods, nice
Americans should take extra
women's and men's clothes,
precautions overseas and cited
1981 Ford pick-up
potential dangers involved with
Rain or Shine
public transportation systems
and other prime sites for tourists.
Spokeswoman Jen Psaki said
MOVING SALE
the decision to keep certain
embassies and consulates shut2108 Glenwood Drive
tered throughout the week was
(Murray Estates)
done out of an "abundance of
caution" and to "protect our
(270)293-9387
employees, including local
Saturday
employees, and visitors to our
8am-12pm
facilities."
Furniture, train table, Mason jars,
Sen. Richard Blumenthal, Dchipper,
bedding,wood
wagon, scooter,
Conn., a member of the Senate
spreader, vacuum, boys/mens clothes,
Judiciary Committee, said
shoes,old doors,W.I. outdoor furniture
Monday the briefings he has
received "certainly emphasize
these threats are specific and
equal if not more sericredible,
Bigar
ne
by Jacqueli
ous to the kind of chatter, as the
intelligence called it. that was
founded by how everything weekend'
heard prior to 9/11."
seems to tumble into your lap.
But he added: "The average
You know how hard you have BORN TODAY
worked, and now everything Singer Whitney Houston (1963), American should continue to be
seems to be falling into place. A actor Sam Elliott (1944), fashion alert and vigilant and cautious
very assertive friend means well, designer Michael Kors (1949)
but certainly not unduly alarmed
but he or she can be controlling.
or panicky." He spoke on
•
•
•
Tonight: Whatever knocks your
MSNBC.
socks off.
The intercepted intelligence
the
on
is
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. Jacqueline Bigar
an attack on U.S.
foreshadowing
Internet at www.jacquelinebl21)
is evidence
interests
Western
or
garcom.
a
for
ready
be
*** You might
change, but the question (c) 2013 by King Features of one of the gravest threats to
the United States in years, said
remains: Is everyone else? You Syndicate Inc.
several lawmakers who made
might want to hold back for a
while in order to find a new
the rounds on the Sunday talk
approach or a different way of
shows.
thinking. Brainstorm with your
Sen. Saxby Chambliss of
buddies and look for more
Georgia told NBC's "Meet the
answers. Tonight: Say "yes* to
Press" that the conversation was
an offer.
reminiscent of what we
"very
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
saw pre-9/11." Chambliss. the
**** Keep looking at what is
top Republican on the Senate
happening. Seek out an expert
Intelligence Committee, said it
or two to trigger new ideas or to
was that chatter that prompted
give you feedback. This action
will be a powerful alternative
the Obama administration to
when you start to feel overorder the closures and issue the
whelmed. Express your caring,
travel warning.
even if the receiver is hostile.
Dutch
C.A.
Rep.
late.
Tonight: Out
the
Maryland,
of
Ruppersberger
Ready
Cross
Red
Be
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
top Democrat on the House
*** You generally are friendly
Intelligence Committee, told
and outgoing. When an associAmerican
ABC's "This Week" that the
ate becomes pushy, you might
wonder what is going on.
Express your concern in a caring
manner, and you'll get excellent
results. Know what you want
from this situation. Tonight: Make
and return calls.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could be taken
aback by someone's behavior.
This person is likely to be a new
fnend who is expressing his or
her caring in a way that you
might not. get Once you understand where this person is coming from, you just need to
respond. Tonight: Celebrate the
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Athelet Drawings By Robert Riger 20 Photos Babe Ruth,Letty
Grove,Walter Hagen, Bob Cousy, Carlton Mitchel, Elroy Crazy
Legs,Carl Hubbell,Althea Gibson and More, Horse Racing Pic From
Randall Pk 1954, 1953, Keenland 1957 1959, The Great Man Slam
Point 1955, Ellis Park 1957and much More
Any annoucements day of sale will take presidence
over any advertisements.
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Glassware- Corning Ware, Depression, Honey Bowl, Fire King, Pyrex,
Cups & Saucers, glass & Metal Wash Boards, Old Lamps,Gerrnany
Beer Stiens,Glass refrig boxes, and much More.
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threat intercepted from "highlevel people in al-Qaida in the
Arabian Peninsula" was about a
"major attack."
Yemen is home to al-Qaida's
most dangerous affiliate, blamed
for several notable terrorist plots
on the United States. They
include the foiled Christmas
Day 2009 effort to bomb an airliner over Detroit and the explosives-laden parcels intercepted
the following year aboard cargo
flights.
Rep. Peter King, the New
York Republican who leads the
House Homeland Security subcommittee on counterterrorism
and intelligence, told ABC that
the threat "was specific as to
how enormous it was going to be
and also that certain dates were
given."
The Obama administration's
decision to close the embassies
and the lawmakers' general discussion about the threats and the
related intelligence discoveries
come at a sensitive time as the
government tries to defend
recently disclosed surveillance
programs that have stirred deep
privacy concerns and raised the
potential of the first serious
retrenchment in terrorism-fighting efforts since Sept. 11.
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Patrick Leahy, D-Vt.,
has scoffed at the assertion by
the head of the National Security
Agency that government methods used to collect telephone and
email data have helped foil 54
terror plots.
Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., a
House Intelligence Committee
member, said while he takes the
threat. seriously he hasn't seen
any evidence linking the latest
warnings to that agency's collection of "vast amounts of domestic data."
Other lawmakers defended
the administration's response
and promoted the work of the
NSA in unearthing the intelligence that led to the security
warnings.
King, a frequent critic of
President Barack Obama, said:
"Whether or not there was any
controversy over the NSA at all,

all these actions would have
been taken."
The State Department noted
that previous terrorist attacks
have centered on subway and
rail networks as well as airplanes
and boats. It suggested travelers
sign up for State Department
alerts and register with U.S. consulates in the countries they
visit. The alert expires Aug. 31.
The intelligence intercepts
also prompted Britain and
their
to
close
Germany
embassies in Yemen on Sunday
and Monday. British authorities
said some embassy staff in
Yemen had been withdrawn
"due to security concerns."
France said Monday it would
keep its embassy in the Yemeni
through
closed
capital
Wednesday.
• Interpol, the French-based
international policy agency, has
also issued a global security alert
in connection with suspected alQaida involvement in recent
prison escapes including those
in Iraq, Libya and Pakistan.
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Send Us Your Photos!
When you submit photographs for our "Scene in the Community- page.
please include the event. the date, place, organization or group, as well as
the name of everyone in the photograph. Only a certain number of photographs will appear because of space. There is no guarantee a submission
will be published No photo over 2 months old will be accepted.
DIGITAL PHOTO&
Submit in a MEG format to composing@murrayledgercorn

PIT PNOTO& May be dropped off at the Ledger & Times office Si
1001 Whitnell Ave., or mailed to PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

8. Cal
Hornet

